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PREFACE.

THERE are many versions of the British Parliament
;

it has had but one counterpart that of Ireland.

The Legislatures of the Colonies and Dependencies
of Great Britain, where they are representative, have

each, it is true, been modelled on the legislature of

the mother country. They each, however, in outward

form and structure, consciously depart from their

original. Each colony has the Sovereign of Great

Britain for its head, while the more important ones

have a legislative Council or Senate analogous to the

British House of Lords, and a Legislative Assembly

analogous to the British House of Commons. In no

instance, however, are any of the Colonial Legislative

Councils framed on the hereditary principle. In

some cases their members are nominees of the Crown,

and hold office for life. In others, the Legislative

Councillors hold office for a term of years, and are

elected by electors having a property or educational

qualification. In no instance is there a trace of a

spiritual peerage. The Colonial Legislative Assem-

blies or Lower Houses are elected either by universal

suffrage, or by electors having certain property
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or educational qualifications. In no instance is

the franchise the same as the British Parliamentary

franchise.

Ireland, on the other hand, had, like England,

its hereditary House of Peers. In England and in

Ireland, the laws regulating the Parliamentary fran-

chise, were, before the Union, exactly the same. The

similarity of the Irish and English Constitutions was

thus described by Mr. Flood, in the Irish House of

Commons :

" Ireland had," he said,
" a Parliamen-

tary constitution the same as that of England, with

an hereditary and ennobled branch of the legislature,

invested with final judicature, above three hundred

years before any colony in America had a name.

Those colonies have had popular assemblies, it is true,

but not parliaments consisting of king, lords, and

commons, with all the powers belonging to them." *

" From the earliest introduction,'-' says Mr. Butt,
" of

the power of the English kings into Ireland, the Irish,

Avho submitted to the rule of those kings, had a right

to the same Parliamentary constitution as that which

England enjoyed."
" The Irish Parliament had, like

the English Parliament, its hereditary House of Peers.

Its House of Commons was elected exactly like the

English House of Commons, by the freeholders of

the counties, and by cities and towns deriving their

right to return members from the charters of kings.

The freehold franchise was the same in both, and

the royal charters had exactly the same effect,

* " Irish Debates," vol. i. p. 422.
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and were construed and tried by the same rules

of law." *

But while the machinery of legislation was the

same, the development of the great principles which

lie at the root of the British constitution was in the

two countries widely different. Thus, for instance,

the struggle between the prerogative of the Crown and

the rights of the people culminated in England in

1688 in the expulsion of the Stuart dynasty. Ireland

was, however, governed for nearly a century after that

Revolution on the principles of the Stuarts. In

England the constitutional struggle was between the

monarch and the Parliament. In Ireland the contest

lay between the Irish Parliament and the English

Ministry. After the Revolution the English Ministry,

who saw themselves dependent on the English

Parliament, used the prerogatives wrested by that

Parliament from the Stuarts, in the attempt to destroy

the independence and enfeeble the powers of the

Irish Legislature. The aim of the Irish patriot

party in and out of Parliament was to extend to

Ireland the rights gained by England at the Revo-

lution, and thus to assimilate in spirit as well as in

form the Irish to the English Constitution. "You

struggled," said Grattan in the Irish House of Com-

mons, "for the British Constitution in opposition to

the claim of the British Parliament." \ The aim of the

English Government was, on the contrary, to make the

* "
Proceedings of the Home Rule Conference, 1873," PP- 6 7-

t " Irish Debate?," vol. xv. p. 5.
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Irish Constitution, in the words of Fox, speaking

in the English House of Commons,
" a mirror in which

the abuses "of the English Constitution are strongly

reflected
;

"*
or, to use the words of Mr. Forbes, in the

Irish House of Commons, " a system which tended to

adopt all the defects of the British Constitution, and

rejected all its excellences and advantages." f "I

allow," said Grattan, "the British Constitution the best,

and I arraign this model as the worst because practi-

cally and essentially the opposite of that British

Constitution." J

The great differences between the Irish and

the British Constitutions did not escape the obser-

vation of Edmund Burke. Writing to Sir Hercules

Langrishe, a distinguished member of the Irish

House of Commons, he observes, "The Revo-

lution operated differently in England and Ireland in

many and essential particulars. Supposing the

principles to have been altogether the same in both

kingdoms, by the application of those principles to

very different objects, the whole spirit of the system

was changed, not to say reversed. In England it was

the struggle of the great body of the people for the

establishment of their liberties against the efforts of a

very small faction who would have oppressed them.

In Ireland it was the establishment of the power of

* "British House of Commons," March 23rd, 1797. "Irish

Debates," vol. xvii. p. 218. Mr. Fox's speech is reported in full in

that volume of the "
Irish Debates."

f
"

Irish Debates," vol. vii. p. 2IO.

|
"

Irish Debates," vol. xii. p. 6.
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a smaller number at the expense of the civil liberties

and properties of the far greater part, and at the

expense of the political liberties of the whole. It was,

to say the truth, not a revolution but a conquest,

which is not to say a great deal in its favour." *

Further on in the same letter the writer observes :

" The true Revolution to you that which most in-

trinsically and substantially resembled the English

Revolution of 1688 was the Irish Revolution of

1782." f "If gentlemen will consult our history,"

said Mr. Forbes, in the Irish House of Commons,
"
they will find there was not any settlement of the

Constitution of Ireland at that period (1688) ;
the

security of our religion and property were the benefits

which the Protestants of this kingdom derived from

the Revolution, essential and important advantages,

which justly entitle the event to commemoration
;

but the endeavours of a certain description of men in

this House to obtain a participation in the benefits

of the Constitution of England at the Revolution, and

in those measures which grew out of that settlement,

have been constantly and successfully resisted by the

present British Minister." %

The various points of contrast between the Irish

and the British Constitutions were, as these quota-

tions have shown, very frequently alluded to by the

public men of the day, in both the British and the

* " Edmund Burke on Irish Affairs," edited by M. Arnold, p. 239.

f
" Edmund Burke on Irish Affairs," edited by M. Arnold, pp. 234, 244.

% "Irish Debates," vol. xii. p. 193.
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Irish Legislatures ;
and a general view of the Irish

Constitution will, it is believed, be of interest at the

present time. It will be useful to the student, who
will see in the defects of the Irish system the measure

of the value of the British Constitution. The public

man, too, having regard to these defects, will, it is

hoped, avoid, in any future modification of the

relations between Great Britain and Ireland, the

dangers which proved fatal to a former Irish Consti-

tution.

In the following pages I will endeavour to sketch

in outline the constitution of the Irish House of

Lords (chapter i.)
and of the Irish House of Com-

mons (chapter ii.) ;
the relation of the Irish to the

English Crown (chapter iii.) ;
the relation of the Irish

to the English Parliament (chapter iv.) ;
the relation

of the Irish Parliament to the English and Irish Privy

Councils before 1782 (chapter v.) ;
the relation of the

Irish Parliament to the English Privy Council after

1782 (chapter vi.) ;
the Irish Administration, noticing

specially the "
fugacious responsibility," which mainly

contributed to the destruction of the Irish Constitution

by a transaction, declared by Fox to be, "with all the

circumstances attending it, the most disgraceful that

ever happened to that country
" *

(chapter vii.) ;

while I will conclude with a statement of the leading

* " Hansard's Parliamentary Debates," vol. 6, pp. 127, 128, Feb. 3,

1806. Mr. Fox made this observation on a motion that a public
monument should be erected to the memory of Lord Cornwallis, who
died in India. The motion was opposed by Mr. O'Hara, on the ground
that the deceased nobleman had carried the Irish Union by corruption.
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points of difference in the laws and practice of the

English and of the Irish Constitutions (chapter viii.).

In this inquiry I will, as far as possible, quote

the remarks of contemporary statesmen on the

workings of a Constitution with which they were

familiar. Such remarks are always interesting; ad-

dressed to popular audiences they are not likely to

be misunderstood
; spoken in the presence of per-

sons well acquainted with the facts, and without fear

of contradiction, they are presumably correct.
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THE IRISH PARLIAMENT.

CHAPTER I.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE IRISH HOUSE OF

LORDS.

THE Irish House of Lords consisted at the time of

the Union of 228 temporal and 22 spiritual peers. In

the reign of Elizabeth the total number of Irish

temporal peers was 32. In 1681, at the close of the

last administration of the Duke of Ormond, their

number had increased to 119, making with the bishops

a total of 141 lords. In 1790 the number of Irish

peers, with the bishops, amounted to 200.*" During
Lord Cornwallis's Viceroyalty, 29 Irish peers were

created
;
of these only 7 were unconnected with the

question of the Union.f Many of the Irish temporal

peers were Englishmen and Scotsmen, who had no

connection with Ireland either by property or family.

Some had never taken their seats in the House of

Lords, and, indeed, had never been in Ireland. When
Mr. Yelverton introduced the heads of a Bill for the

modification of Poynings' Law, the measure was

opposed, on the ground that it would diminish the

* Mountmorres's "Irish Parliament," vol. ii. pp. 215 220.

f A list of these creations is given in " The Cornwallis Corres-

pondence," vol. iii. p. 318.
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power of the Privy Council and increase the power
of the House of Lords. More confidence, it was

urged, should be placed in the Privy Council,

"who were all men firmly attached to the country,

than in the House of Lords, many of whom were

strangers, and had not a foot of estate in it
;

and yet could by proxy defeat the best-intended

acts of the Commons."* Mr. Grattan, too, bitterly

complained of the foreign element in the House of

Lords, and asked in the House of Commons whether

Roman Catholic Irishmen were to be excluded from

privileges to which strangers were admitted. " Look

to your Peerage," he said,
" how many English and

Scots are daily made your law-givers. Have you
remonstrated against this periodical list, which the

breath of a British Minister qualifies to give law and

judgment in Ireland without any connection with this

country whatever ? "f

The foreign element in the House of Lords was,

with all its grievances, less objectionable than the

native accessions to the Irish peerage. It was the

system of the Government "
by the sale of peerages to

raise a purse to purchase the representation, or rather,

the misrepresentation, of the people of Ireland." J
" Will any man say," says Flood,

" that the Constitu-

tion is perfect, when he knows that the honour of the

* See Mr. Gamble's speech,
"

Irish Debates," vol. i. p. 168.

f
"

Irish Debates," vol. xvii. p. 78.

+ See Fox's speech in the British House of Commons, March 23,

1797,
"

Irish Debates," vol. vvii. p. 212.
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peerage may be obtained by any ruffian who possesses

borough interest?" * Grattan accuses the ministers of

the Crown of having
" introduced a trade or commerce,

or rather brokerage of honours, and thus establishing

in the money arising from that sale a fund for cor-

rupting representation.'^
" The sale of peerages," says

Curran,
"

is as notorious as the sale of cast-horses in

the castle-yard ;
the publicity the same, the terms

not very different, the horses not warranted sound, the

other animals warranted rotten." J "The Minister,"

says Mr. Grattan in another debate,
"
sells your

Lords and he buys your Commons." " The Irish

Minister has taken money for seats in the peers under

contract that it should be applied to purchase seats in

the Commons."
||

"I have good reason to believe,"

says George Ponsonby, "that peerages have been sold

for money, nay more, I have proof; give me a Com-

mittee, and if I do not establish my charge degrade

me, let me no more enjoy the character of an honest

man. I dare you to it, and I risk my reputation on

establishing the fact."^f Edmund Burke, in a second

letter to Sir Hercules Langrishe, speaks of the sale of

peerages as a matterof notoriety.
"

I like Parliamentary

reforms," he remarks,
" as little as any man who has

boroughs to sell for money or for peerages in Ireland."*"*

The sale of peerages and the purchase with the pro-

* "Irish Debates," vol. ii.p. 230.
"

Irish Debates," vol. xi. p. 133.

t "Irish Debate?," vol. x. p. 266. ||
"Irish Debates," vol. xi. p. 135.

J "Irish Debates," vol. x. p. 290. f "
Irish Debates," vol. xi. p. 143.

** " Burke on Irish Affairs," p, 340.
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ceeds of seats in the House of Commons, had become

so usual, that when Lord Fitzwilliam, the most popular

Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, departed from the custom,

and ennobled Lord Chief Baron Yelverton, Mr. Egan

sarcastically inquired whether such conduct had led to

his recall.
" Was he recalled because he (Lord

Fitzwilliam) disdained to sell peerages, to corrupt

the House of Commons, as one of his predecessors

had done,* and intended to send a character to the

Upper House (the Chief Baron), than whom, travel

east or west, none more deserving was to be found, as

a contrast and corrective to the spawn and reptility

that had crept into that august assembly."t
" The

peerage," Mr. Lecky feels himself constrained to say
" which was the natural representative of the landed

classes, was systematically degraded, and the majority

of Irish titles are historically connected with memories

not of honour, but of shame." J

The alteration in the Constitution in 1782 gave, as

will be subsequently explained, increased power to

the Peerage. The advocates of popular rights under-

stated the case when they said that peerages were

sold, and members of the House of Commons pur-

chased with the money obtained by the sale. The

independence of the House of Lords was assailed by
direct ministerial corruption.

" The peers," writes the

Duke of Rutland, then Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, in

* The Lord-Lieutenant here referred to is Lord Westmoreland.

f
"

Irish Debates," vol. xv. p. 148.

1 "History of England in the i8th Century," vol. iv. p. 518.
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a "most secret" despatch, dated iQth April, 1784,
" under the new Constitution, have more power than

before. Greater attention, therefore, and more expen-

sive influence will be required, if we mean to direct

its progress in the right way."
" A share in the lucra-

tive favours of Government must be set aside for the

purpose of gaining attachments in that House, as the.

invention of mere external allurements will no longer

maintain the influence which they may for the mo-

ment acquire. It will be absolutely incumbent on

me to establish in the House of Lords the strongest

and most immediate connection with a certain

number of powerful members who may be at all

times looked to, and may be depended upon, for the

fidelity and firmness with which they will execute

their trust."*

The spiritual peers were the Bishops of the

Protestant Church. In Ireland, down to the middle

of the eighteenth century, the Bishops, by reason

of the number of absentee noblemen, commanded

half the working majority in the House of Lords.f

They were, however, entirely out of sympathy with

the people. The hierarchy of Ireland, save in

rare instances, were uniformly devoted to the

Government, and " were supported by the lay peers,

whom they moved as pawns on the chess-

board." { They were zealous in the passing

*Froude's "English in Ireland," vol. ii. pp. 438, 439.

fLecky's
"
England in the Eighteenth Century," vol. ii. p. 226. ;

J Froude's "
English in Ireland," vol. i.

p. 381,

B
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of the various penal statutes that disgrace the

ferocious reign of Queen Anne, and the still more

scandalous period of George I. On one measure

only do we find the Bishops opposing Government,

and then not as the friends, but as the enemies, of the

people. The Government wished to mitigate, in the

case of the Presbyterians, the horrors of the Penal

Code. They accordingly strove to procure a repeal

of the Test Act, which placed that loyal body under

such grievous disabilities. Again and again Bills for

the relief of Dissenters were strangled by the influence

of the Bishops in the House of Lords. The Bishops

were out of sympathy with the people for reasons

easily perceived. They were aliens alike in religion,

thought, feeling, and race. They were the nominees

of the British Ministry ;
the Irish clergy had no voice

in their selection.
"
During the eighteenth century

every Primate of Ireland was an Englishman, as

were also ten out of the eighteen Archbishops of

Dublin and Cashel, and a large proportion of the

other Bishops."* In 1769, out of the twenty-two Irish

Bishops, fifteen were Englishmen.! In 1796 Mr.

Grattan computed that half the Irish Episcopate were

English.
"
Look," he said,

"
at your Bench of

Bishops ;
one half, I believe, English." J A visitor to

the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge would be

easily led, by the number of portraits of Anglo- Irish

*
Lecky's

"
England in the Eighteenth Century," vol. ii. p. 228.

f Lecky's "England in the Eighteenth Century," vol. iv. p. 375,

note 2.

\
"

Irish Debates," vol. xvii. p, 78,
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Bishops, "in artful folds of sacred lawn," which adorn

the college halls, to conclude that the special mission

of England during the eighteenth century was to

evangelise ungrateful Ireland. Swift's description of

the Irish Bishops of the middle of the eighteenth

century must, it is feared, dispel this agreeable

impression. He characterised them as highwaymen,
who murdered on Hounslow Heath the gentlemen

appointed to the Irish sees, stole their letters patent,

came to Dublin, and were consecrated in their

place.

At the close of the eighteenth century the epis-

copal character had not visibly improved.
" The

Church of Ireland," says Curran in 1787,
" has been

in the hands of strangers advanced to the mitre, not

for their virtues or their knowledge, but quartered

upon this country through their own servility or the

caprice of their benefactors, inclined naturally to

oppress us, to hate us, to defame us."* Commenting
on the systematic exclusion of Irish Churchmen from

the Bench, and more especially the disregard of the

claims of Dean Kirwan, the most celebrated pulpit

orator of the da}', Grattan draws a full-length portrait

of the Anglo-Irish Bishop of his period.
" Had he

(Dean Kirwan) been a blockhead, bred a slave,

and trained up in a great English family, and

handed over as a household circumstance to the

Irish Viceroy, he would have been an Irish Bishop

and an Irish Peer with a great patronage, perhaps
*

"Irish Debates," vol. vii. p. 193.
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a borough, and have returned members to vote

against Ireland." *

*" Irish Debates," vol. xii. p. 17. These observations, it should

be remembered, are applied exclusively to the English ecclesiastics

billeted on the Irish Church. The persons who speak most

severely of the Anglo-Irish Bishops are loudest in their praises

of the faithful, suffering, and laborious Irish clergy. Curran, in

the next sentence after the one I have quoted, thus speaks: "The
real duties of religion have been performed by our own native

clergy, who, with all the feelings of gentlemen and scholars, have been

obliged to do the drudgery of their profession for forty, or at most, fifty

pounds a year, without the means of being liberal from their poverty,

without hope of advancing themselves by their learning or their virtues

in a country where preferment was notoriously not to be obtained by
.either." Grattan's celebrated panegyric on Dean Kirwan is well

known. It occurs immediately before his description of the Anglo-
Irish prelates,

'* What is the case of Dr. Kirwan ? That man preferred

this country and our religion, and brought to both a genius superior

to what he found in either. He called forth the latent virtues of the

human heart, and taught men to discover in themselves a mine of

chanty of which the proprietors had been unconscious. In feeding the

lamp of charity he had almost exhausted the lamp of life. He comes

to interrupt the repose of the pulpit, and shakes one world with the

thunder of the other. The preacher's desk becomes a throne of light :

around him a train not such as crouch and swagger at the laws of

princes (horse, foot, and dragoons), but that wherewith a great genius

peoples his own state charity in action and will in humiliation,

vanity, arrogance, and pride appalled by the rebuke of the preacher,
and cheated for a moment of their native improbity. What reward ?

St. Nicholas Within or St. Nicholas Without. The curse .of Swift is

upon him to have been born an Irishman to have possessed a genius,

to have used his talents for the good of his country." Mr. Lecky ob-

serves that " the Catholics and Presbyterians in Ireland, though they

had many grievances, had at least one inestimable advantage. The

English Government had no control over the appointment of their

clergy." A remarkable article of recent date, attributed to the pen of

the Rev. Canon Francis Smith, ascribes to the English Government

the "attempted spiritual murder of the Irish Church." (See Church

Quarterly Review
-, January, 1885). The English interest was in truth

to the Irish Church what the rotten boroughs were to the Irish Par-

liament, a constant source of weakness, outrage, and disgrace,
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Such being the constitution of the Irish House of

Lords, some matters of procedure in which it differed

from the English House of Peers are noteworthy.

The members of both the English and Irish Upper
Houses had the privilege of voting by proxy. In

England, however, no peer who was not present was

empowered to enter a protest on the Journals of the

House. In Ireland peers could not only vote but

protest by proxy.

In StrafFord's Parliament, in 1634, the lords who

had proxies were severally introduced, personating

those whose proxies they had, and taking their seats

according to their relative precedency.
"
This," says

Lord Mountmorres, "is particularly mentioned be-

cause the right of protesting by proxy, which is a

custom peculiar to the House of Lords of Ireland,

seems to depend upon this circumstance, for as they

personated those lords, so it seemed to follow that

they should act in every respect for their proxies as if

they were present, and, among other privileges, had a

right to protest*

A very interesting controversy arose a few years

ago between the late Earl Cairns, when Lord Chan-

cellor of England, and the Duke of St. Albans, as to

whether the Lord Chancellor of England is ex officio

* " Mountmorres's "
Irish Parliament," vol. i. pp. 321, 322. In 1865

Mr. Bagehot wrote, with respect to the House of Lords, "The aboli-

tion of proxies would have made the House of Lords a real house."
"
English Constitution," p. 125. In 1868 proxies were abolished by

resolution.
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Speaker of the House of Lords.* In Ireland the

offices of Lord Chancellor and Speaker of the House

of Lords, though in practice generally united, were

regarded in theory as distinct. Thus, in the first

session of Parliament after the Restoration the

Primate, Archbishop Bramhall, and not the Lord

Chancellor, was Speaker of the House of Lords.f

The theoretical severance of the offices is brought pro-

minently before us by the Duke of Rutland, as

Viceroy, so late as 1784, wishing to create a Speaker-

ship of the House of Lords, with a salary attached,

distinct from the Chancellorship. J

Speaking of the English House of Lords, Lord

Brougham says, that, according to the theory of the

Constitution,
"
Every English peer on attaining twenty-

one years, has as much voice on all the great ques-

tions which come before the House of Lords, as an

ultimate court of appeal, as the Lord High Chan-

cellor himself/* Such is the theory of the Constitu-

tion, though in practice all is quite different.
" The

usage," he proceeds to observe,
"

is, and for a century

has been, followed, with a single exception, for all

but the law lords to abstain from taking any part,

either on questions of appeal from Courts of Equity,

or writs of error from Courts of Law, or in cases

of peerage claims, which are regarded as questions of

* The correspondence and speeches are summarised by Professor

Sheldon Amos :
"
Fifty Years of the English Constitution," pp. 101, 102.

f Mountmorres' "
Irish Parliament," vol. i. p. 414.

% Fronde's "English in Ireland," vol. ii. p. 440.
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private right."
* His Lordship then enumerates some

of the difficulties caused by the paucity of law lords

in the Upper House, and the contrivances which

their absence in his own time rendered necessary.f

In Ireland the theory of the Constitution and the

practice were the same. This was forcibly illus-

trated after the repeal of the English statute

of 6 Geo. L, which affected to deprive the

Irish House of Lords of their appellate juris-

diction, and to reduce them, in the words of

Mr. Grattan, "to a fashionable insignificance." J

Viscount Strangford, Dean of Down, was, in 1784,

by a special statute, deprived from sitting in Par-

liament or making any proxy therein, and also

from sitting and voting on the trial of any peer. The

offence of this nobleman was that he acted criminally

and corruptly in writing, during the pendency of an

appeal in the House of Lords, to the father of one of

the litigants, asking for 200, "to enable him, by

daily appearance, to express his gratitude by doing

justice when he flattered himself to see success

crown the undertaking."

*
Brougham's

" British Constitution," p. 359.

f Brougham's "British Constitution," pp. 359 363.

%
"

Irish Debates," vol. i. p. 335.

"23 and 24 Geo. III. c. 59. The letter is given in full in the

preamble of the statute.



CHAPTER II.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE IRISH HOUSE OF

COMMONS.

THE House of Commons for nearly a century pre-

vious to the Union consisted of three hundred

members. Addressing that assembly on the question

of Reform in 1793, Mr.. Grattan thus described in

its very presence its history and constitution.

"
I will advert to the state of your representation ;

it is short. Of three hundred members above two

hundred are returned by individuals, from forty to

fifty are returned by ten persons; several of your

boroughs have no resident elector at all
;
some of

them have but one; and, on the whole, two-thirds of

the representatives in the House of Commons are re-

turned by less than one hundred persons."
" In 1613

the members returned to Parliament were two hun-

dred and thirty-two, since which time sixty-eight

members have been added, all by the House of

Stuart, one by Anne, four by James II., most of

the remainder by Charles I. with a view to religious

distinctions, and by Charles II. with a view to per-

sonal favour."
" The form of your Constitution was

twelve counties, established in the reign of King John.

Henry VIII. added one, Mary two, and Elizabeth

seventeen, since which time your counties received
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no addition whatever, though between the year

1613 and the present the borough interest has re-

ceived an addition of sixty-eight members, which

is more than double the whole county representation.

"The great division on this subject is cities or

boroughs, where the grant was to burgesses and

freemen indefinite, or to a limited number of bur-

gesses, seldom exceeding twelve, in whom the right

of election was confined. The former are boroughs

intended to be free
;
the latter intended to be other-

wise. The number of the former I apprehend to

be above forty, and when they have become what

we understand to be intended by the word *

close

boroughs
'

they have departed from the intention of

the grant, and ought, pursuant to the meaning of

that grant, to be opened. The other class, which I

apprehend to be above forty, are in their origin

vicious, and it 'is a monopoly like any of the other

monopolies of James I. a grant in its nature

criminal.* Most of the forty boroughs created by

James I. were so. It appears from the grants them-

selves that they were intended to be private property.

They were granted as a personal reward for doing

some specified transaction."
"
Thus, there are these

two descriptions of boroughs : the one intended
*

Referring to the enfranchisement of close boroughs, Mr. Grattan

in 1797 thus expressed himself in the House of Commons: "Thus

by far the greater number of your boroughs, and near one half

your representation, is not your ancient Constitution, but a gross and

flagrant encroachment, and a violent usurpation of the worst family

that ever trampled on the independency and fabric of representation."

"Irish Debates," vol. xvii. p. 563.
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to be free by the grant and rendered close by the

proprietor, the other intended to be close by the

grant and rendered vicious by the principles of

the law.

" As to the public welfare, I acknowledge many
beneficial acts, wholesome regulations, and one great

revolution
;
but may I be suffered to think that

the redemption of this country had been more

speedily established, the good of this country more

uniformly pursued, and with less intervals of incon-

sistency, if Parliament had been constituted more

according to the principle of the Constitution ? As it

is constituted, to me its ordinary operation appears

defective, its raptures successful, and its relapses dis-

graceful/'
"

I have heard," said Mr. Grattan in the same

debate, "that seats in this House forty years ago
were obtained for 600. I have heard they now cost

3,000."*

On the same occasion Hely Hutchinson, the

Provost of Trinity College, entered into an analysis of

the representation of the people in the House of

Commons. He contrasted the exercise of the preroga-

tive in the enfranchisement of boroughs in Ireland

with its practical abeyance in England since 1676.

He said that in former times he had extracted from

all the borough charters their material contents, and

stated, as the result of his researches, that " one half of

the representation of Ireland had arisen from the

* "
Irish Debates," vol. xiii. pp. 160 163.
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exertions of the prerogative, influenced by occasional

motives, disputes amongst religionists, and induce-

ments of personal favour." *

"The mandate of a borough monger," said Curran,
" can return any man, however contemptible, however

obnoxious, into this House." f
" Are there not many among us," said Mr. Thomas

Sheridan,
" who could not find the way to the place

they represent, who never saw a constituent, who

were never in a borough, who at times cannot re-

collect the name of it ? He said he did not much

relish or deal in anecdotes on serious subjects, but

there was one which was true and very apposite. By
a courtesy of the House of Commons in England,

members of the Irish Parliament are admitted to hear

the debates. A friend of his, then a member, wishing

to avail himself of the privilege, desired admittance.

The door-keeper desired to know what place he

represented. 'What place? Why, I am an Irish

member.' '

Oh, dear, sir, we are obliged to be ex-

tremely cautious, for a few days ago Barrington, the

pickpocket, passed as an Irish member.' '

Why, then,

upon my soul, I forget the borough I represent ;
but

if you get me Watson's Almanack I will show it to

you.'" j
*" Irish Debates," vol. xiii. pp. 167, 168. In this speech Mr.

Hutchinson related the well-known story that when a remonstrance

was made to James I. on the impropriety of creating 40 Irish boroughs
at a stroke, he replied,

"
I have made 40 boroughs ; suppose I had

made 400 the more the merrier !

"

t "Irish Debates," vol. vii. p. 27.

j "Irish Debates," vol. xiii. p. 59.
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" What shall we say," says Sir Laurence Parsons,
(l that we have been doing when we go back to our

representatives ? I ask pardon I forgot. A majority

of this House never go back to their representatives.

They do not know them
; they do not live among

them
; many of them never saw them no, nor even

the places that they represent. What a mockery is

this of representation !

" *

These statements, made in the House of Commons,
were not exaggerated. At the time of the Union

compensation was given to the patrons of eighty-four

boroughs which were disfranchised, and which were

considered in the light of private property, the owners

receiving 7,500 for each seat.f

The differences between the English and the Irish

House of Commons will be incidentally considered in

the account which I propose to give of the laws of the

Irish Constitution. The charge of corruption has

been frequently brought against the Irish House of

Commons. This charge could, with perhaps equal

propriety, be levelled at the English House of Com-

mons of the same period. The members of the Irish

Legislature were, however, exposed to far greater

temptations.
" In England," said Mr. Flood, who

was a member of both the English and the Irish

House of Commons,
" the Legislature has only to

contend with the native power of Government, but

* "
Irish Debates," vol. xiv. p. 103.

f See list of boroughs and sums paid to owners. " Cornwallis

Correspondence," vol. iii. pp. 321 324.
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we have here to contend against the mass of another

great executive power."
*

It must be remembered

too, as will be afterwards shown, that placemen and

pensioners were not excluded from the Irish Parlia-

ment. No Place Bill was passed till 1793, and by its

provisions members holding offices created since the

date of its enactment were alone excluded. Nor was

there till that year any appropriation of supplies.

Pension and Place Bills, though frequently proposed,

were strenuously resisted by the Government of the

day for the purpose of corruption.
" The number of

placemen and pensioners sitting in this House," said

Grattan in 1790, "equal near one-half of the whole

efficient body." f "I rise," said Curran, in the same

debate,
"
in an assembly of three hundred persons,

one hundred of whom have places and pensions."J

From the very constitution of the Irish Parliament

corruption was inevitable.
" The Irish Parliament,"

says Mr. Lecky,
" was in truth a body governed very

constantly by corrupt motives, though probably not

more so than the English Parliament in the time of

Walpole." One of the most eloquent members of

the Irish House of Commons traced, in the following

words, the source of the corruption over which he

mourned :

" The gentlemen of this country," said Sir

Laurence Parsons, from his place in Parliament in

1794, "if not poisoned by example and temptation,
* "Irish Debates," vol. v. p. 151.

f
"

Irish Debates," vol. x. p. 60.

" Irish Debates," vol. x. p. 109.

"Rise and Influence of Rationalism in Europe," vol. ii. p. 123.
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would be as virtuous as any on earth. It is their

nature to be so. They are not born an avaricious,

griping, plundering gentry ;
but the very reverse

noble, generous, and independent. It is only the

most vile Government that makes any of them other-

wise. It is the despicable panders of an external

administration
;
who come over here and blow upon

their characters, and tamper with them and taint

them
;
and then, when they go back to England,

stigmatise them for the very taint which they them-

selves had given, until they have made the name

of the Irish Parliament almost a synonym for cor-

ruption."*

* "
Irish Debates," vol. xiv. pp. 101, 102. For some account of

Parliamentary corruption in England, see May's
" Constitutional

History," vol. i. pp. 361 387; Ilallam's "Constitutional History,"
vol. iii. pp. 263 267.



CHAPTER III.

THE RELATION OF THE CROWN OF IRELAND TO
THE CROWN OF ENGLAND.

HAVING described the constitution of the Irish Houses

of Parliament, the Crown of Ireland next demands our

notice.

The various relations between England and Ire-

land have been, with one exception, matters of con-

troversy. The nature of the connection of the English

and Irish Crowns has never been disputed.
"
It has

ever been acknowledged," says Molyneux,
"
that the

kingdom of Ireland is inseparably annexed to the

Imperial Crown of England."
* By the provisions of a

statute passed in the 33rd year of Henry VIII. 's

reign, the king of England is ipso facto king of Ire-

land,f The various statutes altering the succession

of the Crown in England at and after the Re-

volution were not re-enacted in Ireland. When the

English Parliament disposed of the English Crown

they disposed likewise of the Irish Crown. The

Irish Parliament, by the Act of Recognition, prac-

tically acknowledged England's right in this respect.}:

* "Case of Ireland," p. 86.

f By this statute Ireland is converted from a "
lordship

"
into a

"
kingdom." The kings of England, who were previously

" lords" of

Ireland, are henceforth "
kings" of the kingdom of Ireland,

" as united

and knit to the Crown of England." 33 Hen. VIII., Ir. c. I.

\ 4 Wm. and Mary, Ir. c. i.
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That " the Crown of Ireland is an Imperial Crown

inseparably annexed to the Crown of Great Britain
"

forms one of the propositions in Mr. Grattan's cele-

brated address to the Crown of the i6th April, 1782.*
" The Crowns of both nations," says Mr. Flood,

" are united by a strong bond, for by a law of our

own it is declared that whoever wears the Imperial

Crown of England shall also wear the Imperial

Crown_of Ireland."f
" The Crown of Ireland and the

Crown of England are inseparably and indissolubly

connected," says Fitzgibbon. {
" The principle of law

is," says Mr. O'Connell in 1843,
" that whoever is king

de facto in England is king dejure in Ireland.
"

Mr.

Butt says that " O'ConnelPs language, though strong,

was scarcely exaggerated," and that "this much at least

is unquestionable, that, if by any legitimate authority,

a right was acquired to the Crown of England, the

person who became king of England was de jure

sovereign of Ireland. "||

Now although, as Mr. Grattan observed, "the

Irish Crown is annexed to, but not merged in,

the Crown of England,"^!" this annexation entailed

certain serious consequences which were keenly felt

by Irish statesmen before the Union.
" The king is," in the words of Mr. Warren,

" the

* " Irish Debates," vol. i. p. 337.

f
" Irish Debates," vol. i. p. 452.

%
" Irish Debates," vol. ix. p. 48.
"
Report of Discussion in Dublin Corporation on Repeal of

Union," p. 67.

||

"
Proceedings of Home Rule Conference," 1873, p. 8,

H "Irish Debates," vol. xi. p. 391,
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visible representative of the majesty of the State."

"The king," says Edmund Burke, "represents the

whole contracting capacity of the nation
;
he acts as

the national procurator."* He is the representative

of the community as to sovereign States
;
has the sole

prerogative of making peace and war, of concluding

treaties, of acquiring dominions and colonies, of com-

manding the army and navy. The king of England,

however, exercised these great prerogatives as the

wearer not of the Irish but of the English Crown, and

under the advice not of an Irish but of an English

Cabinet. Ireland was, in the words of Wolfe Tone,

describing her condition in 1791,
" without pride, or

power, or name
;
without ambassadors, army, or navy."

" In giving Great Britain the nomination of her

monarch," says Mr. Flood,
" Ireland gives her in

effect the power of treating for her with all the world,

and of declaring peace and war for her with all

mankind. What follows : that Ireland can have no

enemies but those who are made so by Britain."f
" What name have we," says Sir Laurence Parsons,

"
among the nations of the earth ? Who fears us ?

Who respects us? What notice have foreign States

of us ? Where are our negotiators ? Where arc our

ambassadors ? What treaties do we enter into ?

What alliances do we form ? With what nations do

we make peace or declare war ? Are we not a mere

cypher in all these?" "We are an independent

* "Burke on Irish Affairs," p. 57.

f
"

Irish Debates," vol. v. p. 399.
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kingdom, true. We have an Imperial Crown distinct

from England, true. But it is a metaphysical distinc-

tion^ a mere sport for speculative men ; nothing in act

or efficiency. Who governs us ? English ministers,

or rather the deputies of English ministers mere

subalterns in office, who never dare to aspire to the

dignity of any great sentiment of their own." *

* ''Irish Debates," vol. x. p. 244.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE RELATION OF THE IRISH TO THE ENGLISH
PARLIAMENT.

THE claim of the English Parliament to legislate for

Ireland was hotly contested, and formed the basis of

the great constitutional struggle which terminated in

1782. As this claim was absolutely renounced by

England in 1783 it will not be necessary to enter

minutely into the question. The English contention

was that the dependence of the Irish Parliament on

the English Parliament followed as a corollary from

the dependence of the Irish on the English Crown.

The 6 Geo. L, cap. 5 (English) enacts "That the

kingdom of Ireland has been, is, and of right ought

to be subordinate unto and dependent upon the

imperial crown of Great Britain as being inseparably

united and annexed thereunto, and that the King's

Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the

Lords Spiritual and Temporal and Commons of Great

Britain in Parliament assembled, had, hath, and of

right ought to have full power and authority to make

laws and statutes of sufficient force and validity to

bind the people and kingdom of Ireland. It was fur-

ther enacted that the House of Lords of Ireland have

not, nor of right ought to have, any jurisdiction to

judge of, affirm, or remove any judgment, sentence,
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or decree given or made in any Court within the said

kingdom, and that all proceedings before the said

House of Lords upon any such judgment, sentence,

or decree are utterly null and void." Blackstone,

too, in his Commentaries, lays it down as incontro-

vertible that Acts of the English Parliament extended

into Ireland if it were specially named or included

under such general words as " within any of the

king's dominions." *

The Irish Parliament, while admitting the

dependence of the Irish on the English Crown,

repelled without qualification the theory of the

subordination of the Irish to the English legis-

lature. The address to the Crown moved in the

House of Commons by Grattan on the i6th April,

1782, may be regarded as an authoritative declara-

tion of Ireland's constitutional position, "To assure

his Majesty that his subjects of Ireland are a free

people, that the Crown of Ireland is an imperial

Crown inseparably annexed to the Crown of Great

Britain, on which connection the interests and happi-

ness of both nations essentially depend ;
but that the

kingdom of Ireland is a distinct kingdom with a Par-

liament of her own, the sole legislature thereof; that

there is no body of men competent to make laws to

bind this nation except the King, Lords and Com-

mons of Ireland, nor any other Parliament which

*
"Commentaries," Introduction, sect. 4. Blackstone was offered,

but declined the post of Chief Justice of the Common Pleas in Ireland.

Foss,
"
English Judges," p. 98.
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hath any authority or power of any sort whatever in

this country save only the Parliament of Ireland ;"

" To assure his Majesty that we have seen with con-

cern certain claims advanced by the Parliament of

Great Britain in an Act entitled an Act for the better

securing the dependency of Ireland
;
an Act con-

taining matter entirely irreconcilable to the funda-

mental rights of this nation. That we consider this

Act and the claims it advances to be the great and

principal cause of the discontents and jealousies in

this Kingdom."*
Lord Chief Justice Whiteside, commenting on the

Act of 6 Geo. I., coincides with the opinions advanced

in Grattan's address.
" This statute was," he writes,

" a complete assertion of authority over the legislature

and kingdom of Ireland, and a practical denial of its

Parliamentary independence." f "It furnishes a de-

cisive proof that whether the Tudor or the Stuart or

the Guelph reigned, it was equally the policy of Eng-
land not to permit the existence of an independent

Parliament in Ireland."!

The Act of the 6th George I. was repealed

in 1782 by the British Parliament. The mere

repeal of this statute did not satisfy Mr. Flood,

who contended that there should be a complete

and absolute renunciation by the English Par-

liament of all claims to legislate for Ireland.

* "Irish Debates," i. p. 337.

f
" Life and Death of Irish Parliament," p. no.

J "Life and Death of Irish Parliament," p. 114.

22 Geo. III. c. 53.
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"
It is an undeniable principle of law," he said,

"
that

the mere repeal of a declaratory Act does not re-

nounce the principle of it, and it is clear to common
sense that nothing but a final renouncing of the prin-

ciple of this law is adequate to our security. With

regard to this law of George I. the maxim I have men-

tioned obtains with peculiar force. What is the title

of the law ? It is an Act for the better securing the

dependency of Ireland. On the face of it, therefore, it

imports expressly that dependency did before exist,

and that by consequence it must continue after unless

renounced. It had, indeed, too strong an antecedent

existence to be destroyed by any weak implications.

The first authority of law known to the English

Constitution is that of the great Lord Coke
;

his

authority is expressly against us and in favour of the

English Parliament. Will any lawyer say that the

clear and decided opinion of Lord Coke, in a matter

of law, is to be contemned ? Add to this a number

of statutes made by the English Parliament and ac-

quiesced in by the Irish nation, antecedent to the de-

claratory law of George I., and will any man be so rash,

so foolish, or so corrupt, as to say that such pretension

is to be overlooked ? or that it can be rationally stated

to be so void of principle and colour as that a bare

repeal of a subsequent and declaratory Act can anni-

hilate it ?"*

Grattan, on the other hand, contended that the

simple repeal of this statute was abundantly sufficient

* "Irish Debates," vol. i. pp. 417, 418.
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to secure the complete legislative independence of

Ireland, and the House inclined to this vic\v. Lord

Mansfield, in Michaelmas term, 1782, and after this

discussion pronounced judgment in an Irish appeal.

The case, however, had been carried to England

long before the repeal of the Act 6 George I. In-

creased force was thus given to Mr. Flood's contention,

which Lord Chief Justice Whiteside has pronounced
to be well founded.* Complaints were made of Lord

Mansfield's decision in the British House of Commons.

On the 22nd January, 1783, Mr. Secretary Towns-

hend moved accordingly for leave to bring in a bill,

which subsequently became law, "for removing and

preventing all doubts which have arisen or may arise

concerning the exclusive rights of the Parliament and

Courts of Ireland in matters of legislation and judica-

ture, and for preventing any writ of error or appeal

from any of his Majesty's Courts in that kingdom
from being received, heard, or adjudged in any of

his Majesty's Courts of the kingdom of Great Britain.t

"Between 1782 and 1800 Ireland was," in the words

of Sir G. C. Lewis,
"
legally an independent state, the

king of which was also King of Great Britain, and its

political relation to Great Britain was precisely similar

to that which subsisted between England and Scotland

in the interval between the union of the two crowns

and the union of the two kingdoms."!

* See " Life and Death of Irish Parliament," p. 129.

f 23 George III., c. 28.

%
"
Essay on Government of Dependencies," pp. 154, 155.
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The real and great usurpations of the English

Parliament were not so much its interference with the

internal affairs of Ireland, but the Acts which were

framed for the purpose of destroying Irish manu-

factures, especially the woollen. The effect of this

legislation was to crush out all industrial enterprise.

By excluding the mass of the people from all

other means of livelihood except agriculture, it has

produced the land-hunger which is the fruitful source

of Ireland's disturbance and distress. Edmund

Burke, in a letter written in 1778 to gentlemen in

Bristol, denounced, in terms which lost him his seat

in Parliament for that city, England's destruction of

Irish industries. "Is Ireland," he asked,
" united to

the Crown of Great Britain for no other purpose than

that we should counteract the bounty of Providence

in her favour, and, in proportion as that bounty has

been liberal, that we are to regard it as an evil which

is to be met with in every sort of corrective?"*

* " Burke on Irish Affairs," p. 101.



CHAPTER V.

THE RELATION OF THE IRISH PARLIAMENT TO THE
ENGLISH AND IRISH PRIVY COUNCILS BEFORE

i;82.

THE English Parliament did not directly, to any great

extent, interfere in the internal affairs of Ireland.

The Irish Parliament was, however, previously to 1782,

efficiently controlled by the English Privy Council,

who were themselves responsible to the English

Parliament. In 1495, by an Act of the Irish Parlia-

ment known by the name of Poynings' Law, from the

Lord Deputy in whose administration it was passed,

amongst other provisions all the laws of England,

antecedent to that date, are deemed good and

effectual in Ireland.* This provision, which forms

what Mr. Hallam calls an epoch in Irish juris-

prudence, fades into insignificance in the light of the

measure which gives its peculiar importance to

Poynings' Law. It was further enacted that no

Parliament shall in future be holden in Ireland till

the king's lieutenant shall certify to the king, under

the great seal, the causes and considerations and all

such acts as it seems to them ought to be passed

thereon, and such be affirmed by the king and his

council, and his licence to hold a Parliament be

* 10 Hen. VII.
, In, c. 4.
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obtained
;
and any Parliament holden contrary to

this form and provision should be deemed void.

In the 3rd and 4th Philip and Mary, an Act

was passed for the explanation of Poynings' Law, by
which permission was given to the Lord-Lieutenant

and Council, while the Parliament was sitting, to

certify to the King such provisions as they might

deem expedient to be framed into laws during a

session of Parliament.* A negative alone on the

provisions thus framed by the Council was left to

Parliament. After the explanatory Act of Philip and

Mary, a general proposition for a bill, by way of

address to the Lord-Lieutenant and Council, was

allowed to come from Parliament But it was not till

after the Revolution of 1688 that the heads of bills

were presented ;
these resembled Acts of Parliament

or bills, with only the small difference of " We pray

that it may be enacted," instead of " Be it enacted."f

Conferences between the two Houses were very

usual, while Poynings' Law prevailed. As heads

of bills were recommended only by one House

it was desirable to induce the two Houses to

confer and to give efficacy to these propositions by
a joint recommendation.J When the heads of a bill

were peculiarly popular they were presented by Par-

liament in a body to the Lord-Lieutenant, with a

request that he would recommend the measure to

*
3 & 4 Ph. & Mary, Ir., c. 4.

t Mountmorres's "Irish Parliament," vol. ii. p. 142.

+ Mountmorres's "Irish Parliament," vol. ii. 183.
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the King. In practice the origination of bills in the

Privy Council was confined to the case of the sum-

moning of a new Parliament.* Lord Mountmorres

thus distinctly states the procedure before 1782.

"Propositions for laws, or heads of bills as they

are called, originated indifferently in either House.

After two readings and a committal they were sent

by the Council (that is the Irish Privy Council)

to England, and were submitted usually by the

English Privy Council to the Attorney- and Solicitor-

General, and from thence they were returned to the

Council of Ireland, from whence they were sent to

the Commons, if they originated there (if not to the

Lords), and after three readings they were sent up
to the House of Lords, where they went through the

same stages, and then the Lord Lieutenant gave the

royal assent in the same form which is observed in

Great Britain. In all these stages in England and

Ireland it is to be remembered that any bill was

liable to be rejected, amended, or altered, but that

when they had passed the great seal of England no

alteration could be made by the Irish Parliament." f

A difference so striking between the Consti-

tutions of Great Britain and Ireland could not fail to

awaken indignant observation. Mr. Yelverton, on

giving notice that he would move for leave to intro-

duce the heads of a bill, which was subsequently

passed, for the modification of Poynings' Law,

*
Lecky's

"
England in the Eighteenth Century," vol. iv. p. 358.

f Mountmorres's "Irish Parliament," vol. i. pp. 58, 59.
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said that "at present our Constitution was the

Constitution of England 'inverted; bills originated

with the British Minister, and with this House it

only remained to register or reject them. This was a

miserable state of Ireland, and in this state it would

remain as long as a monster unknown to the Con-

stitution a British Attorney-General, through the

influence of the law of Poynings, had power to alter

our bills."*

Mr. Flood, who once stated that he had made

this particular question
" his consideration for twenty

years,"t was of opinion that a construction had been

given to Poynings' Law, of which, when honestly re-

garded, it was incapable.
"
It was never intended," he

said,
"
by Poynings' Law to take away the right of Par-

liament, but merely to prevent the governors of Ireland

from giving the royal assent to laws that might be

injurious to the King. That during the civil wars of

York and Lancaster this had frequently happened.

That the adherents of the York family were nu-

merous in Ireland, having been planted here chiefly

in the reign of Henry VI., who sent the Duke of

York with great power and great revenue to govern

this kingdom for no less than ten years, during which

time and afterwards it became an asylum to the

partisans of that house. That Lord Gormanstown,

who preceded Poynings, had given great cause for

suspicion nay, it was even thought that when

* " Irish Debates," vol. i. p. 15.

t "
Irish Debates," vol. i. pp. 185, 186.
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Symnel was crowned in Dublin if there had been

a Parliament sitting, that Parliament would have

acknowledged him as rightful king. The voyages
between England and Ireland in those days were

much less frequent than between Europe and

America at present, consequently many things hap-

pened here that were not known till long after in

England, for which reason Henry VII., who derived

his right from the House of Lancaster, when he chose

that trusty servant Poynings to be his deputy here,

though he had the utmost reliance on his fidelity, yet

would not entrust even him with the power of giving

the royal assent to laws till they had been notified to

the King himself in England under the sanction of

the Great Seal of Ireland
;

but that this was con-

sidered only as a restraint on the governor, not on

the Parliament of Ireland, which by many authentic

records he proved had been in the constant practice

of originating such bills as they thought proper, and

sending them engrossed on parchment, sometimes

through the Viceroy, sometimes by special messengers

of their own, to receive the royal assent

" He also produced the evidence of the Parliamen-

tary Roll in the reign of Elizabeth to confirm this

opinion, and to show the sentiments the Parliament

then entertained of the law of Poynings by the reluc-

tance with which they consented to a temporary

suspension of its effects in favour of Lord Sydney,

and the great compliment they paid that nobleman

in the words of that consent. From this he inferred
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that Parliament had considered this as a popular law

guarding the nation against evil governors, but in no

wise restraining the power of either House of Parlia-

ment. He said that a very unjust stigma had there-

fore been cast on the name of Poynings, who was an

able and upright governor, and from whose adminis-

tration the kingdom had derived the greatest advan-

tages, and whose laws were intended for its defence

till prevented by the corrupt opinions of the judges.

But he thought it no wonder that the people should

receive an ill impression of the law of Poynings, as

the very text of that law had been falsified by those

who had charge of its publication, for instead of

saying that the Imperial Crown of Ireland was in-

separably annexed and appendent to the Imperial

Crown of England, they had used the words depen-

dent on, the most invidious perversion that could

possibly be introduced. He said that Lord Bacon,

who wrote the history of Henry VII., and who par-

ticularly mentions Poynings, would not have let so

great a matter as a total inversion of our Constitution

pass by the accuracy of his penetrating genius. He
mentions the law of Poynings, indeed, but not this

law. Speaking of Poynings, he says,
' But in Parlia-

ment he did endeavour to make amends for the

meagreness of his service in the war, for there was

that memorable Act called Poynings' Act (not the

Act we are debating on), but that whereby all the

Statutes of England were to be made of force in

Ireland, for before (says Lord Bacon) tliey were not.
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Neither are any now that were made in England
since.'

"
But," continued Mr. Flood,

"
it is astonishing

that the law of Poynings should have received such a

false and vicious interpretation as it now bears. Do
we understand its meaning at the distance of almost

three hundred years better than the people in whose

days it was passed, or they who succeeded for an

hundred years after ? By them it was considered as a

boon and a favour, but its operation now destroys the

Constitution of Ireland, that Constitution which, grow-

ing on the same stem with the Constitution of Britain,

it was formed to protect. But the law, he said, was

not in fault, it was only the vile interpreter was to

blame, an interpreter placed between the king and the

people, a monster unknown to the Constitution, whose

office was to stifle the voice of the people, and to

prevent the king from hearing, to render the people

dumb and the king deaf." *

The contrast between the Irish Constitution under

Poynings' Act and the British Constitution has been fre-

quently drawn, but by none more lucidly than by Moly-

neux in his "Case of Ireland," and by a Mr. Walshe

in a speech delivered in the Irish House of Commons

in the course of the same debate, in which Mr. Flood

made the observations I have quoted.
"
By the Con-

stitution of Ireland under Poynings' Act," says Moly-

neux, "the king's prerogative in the legislature is

advanced to a much higher pitch than ever was chal-

* il
Irish Debates," vol. i. 149 153, abridged.
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lenged by the kings in England, and the Parliament of

Ireland stands almost on the same bottom as the king

does in England. I say almost on the same bottom, for

the Irish Parliament have not only a negative vote (as

the king has in England) towhatever laws the king or his

Privy Councils of both or either kingdom shall lay before

them, but have also a liberty of proposing to the king

and his Privy Council here such laws as the Parliament

of Ireland think expedient to be passed. Which laws,

being thus proposed to the king, and put into form,

and transmitted to the. Parliament here, according to

Poynings' Act must be passed or rejected in the very

words even to a tittle, as they are laid before our Par-

liament, we cannot alter the least iota. If, therefore,

the legislature of Ireland stand on this foot in relation

to the king and the Parliament of Ireland, and the

Parliament of England do remove it from this bottom,

and assume it to themselves, where the king's prero-

gative is much narrower, and as it were reversed (for

there the king has only a negative vote), I humbly con-

ceive it is an encroachment on the king's prerogative."*

Mr. Walshe, in the Irish House of Commons, thus

commented on the differences between the English and

the Irish Constitutions.
"
By the English Constitution

the laws originate with the people he meant with

either House of Parliament. In England the people

suggest the laws they are willing to live under. Can

there be a clearer idea of liberty ? In England the

only power the Crown has in legislation is that of

* "Case of Ireland," p. 113.
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simply giving or refusing its assent. Neither the

executive magistrate nor his council can alter a single

sentence, nay, a single syllable, of the Bills offered to

him by the people. His power is solely that of

accepting or rejecting them /// toto. Can the wisdom

of the English Constitution appear in a clearer light

than in this very instance that of placing the power of

originating laws in that very body of men that must

necessarily be best acquainted with the grievances of

the people, and must consequently best know what

laws would be most salutary and conduce most to

public good ? The Constitution of Ireland was the

very reverse of that of England. He was bold to say

that it was the most extraordinary, the most pre-

posterous Constitution that ever an independent people

succumbed to. In Ireland the laws neither originated

with the people nor directly with the Prince. In

Ireland the laws originated with the Privy Council a

body unknown to and unconnected with the people

a body whose existence hung tremulous on the breath

of Majesty. These men, generated in the sunshine of

the Court, were to originate laws for Ireland in exclu-

sion of the people. For by the loth Hen. VII., c. 4,

called Poynings' Law, it is enacted that no Parliament

shall hereafter be holden in Ireland but at such season

as the King's Lieutenant and Council of Ireland do

first certify the King, under the Great Seal of Ireland,

the causes and considerations and all such Acts as to

them seemeth should pass in the same Parliament."

"The 3rd & 4th Philip & Mary, c. 4, which

D
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expounds Poynings' Law, still increases the power
of the Privy Council, for by Poynings' Law the Privy

Council could only certify such causes and considera-

tions and all such Acts as then seemeth should

pass previous to the meeting of Parliament. That is,

the Privy Council must have pre-conceived all such

laws as they chose should pass, and must have certi-

fied them to England before the Parliament was con-

vened, for Poynings' Law did not empower the Privy

Council to certify any causes or considerations after

Parliament had once met
;
and therefore to increase

the power of the Privy Council was the Statute 3 & 4

Philip & Mary made, and that Statute enacts that

during the sitting of the Parliament the Lord-Lieu-

tenant and the Privy Council shall and may certify

all such other causes and considerations as they shall

further think good to be enacted in the same Parlia-

ment, and such causes and considerations as shall be

thus certified and returned under the Great Seal of

Great Britain, and no others shall and may pass or be

enacted in the same Parliament so that by these

two Statutes the Privy Council (a body elected by
the executive magistrate) are expressly appointed to

originate laws for Ireland in exclusion of her own

representatives.

"The introduction of heads of Bills into that House

so far as they could be said to originate laws before

they had been first certified to England was, he relied

on it, expressly and directly contrary to both the letter

and spirit of loth Hen. VII., and 3 & 4 Ph. & M."
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" The introduction of heads of Bills in their present

situation was an absolute absurdity, was a mockery of

reason and common sense, while there remained a

power in the Privy Council to alter, to mutilate, nay,

totally to suppress those Bills."

" There is a real abuse of those laws, there is a

power usurped, not warranted by even the shadow of

any law whatever he meant the power usurped by
the English Attorney-General. For," said he,

"
if the

Privy Council should transmit bills unaltered into

England, then they are to undergo the fiery ordeal of

an English Attorney-General, of any man who fortui-

tously for the instant becomes the English Attorney-

General, possibly as ignorant of the common rules of

grammar as he is of the rights of Ireland. This man,

buoyed up by the importance of office, thinks it his

duty also to alter our bills
;
he erases, he inserts, he

expunges, for the sole purpose of stamping the Consti-

tution of Ireland with the fiat of contempt. Thus we

are reduced to this unhappy dilemma either to adopt

this man's blunders, or to reject the bill in toto. For

by Poynings' Law we cannot alter a word in it. While

Poynings' Law remains unmodified, the King of Ire-

land may know the wishes of his Lord-Lieutenant

and Privy Council, but he cannot certainly know the

sincere wishes of his people of Ireland. By Poynings'

Law the Lord-Lieutenant and Privy Council have at

this day a power to stop all communications between

the King of Ireland and the Irish Parliament,

a power the most extravagant, a power the most
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tyrannical that ever was obtruded on an independent

people."
*

The usual apology for the existence of arbitrary

power, its general non-user, could not be urged in

defence of this statute. The most casual glance at the

history of the laws of the Irish Constitution will afford

ample evidence of the persistent and reckless manner

in which the provisions of Poynings' Law were called

in aid to pervert, mutilate, suppress, and persecute

every measure extending the benefits of the English

Constitution to Ireland..

Poynings' Law was found so useful to the English

Government in Ireland, that it is not surprising that

efforts were made to extend its benefits. In 1678 a

measure was introduced into the Legislative Assembly
of Jamaica, embodying the main provisions of Poyn-

ings' Law. Two-thirds of the settlers of Jamaica
were Irish by birth or by descent, which may account

for the rejection of the proposal.f

* *'
Irish Debates," vol. i. pp. 162 167. Abridged.

t " In Charles II.'s time," says Mr. Long,
" the Earl of Carlisle

was sent here (to Jamaica) as Governor, and brought with him a body
of laws fashioned after those in Ireland, pursuant to Poynings' Act, with

instructions to get them passed here. But the Assembly rejected them
with indignation ; no threats could frighten, no bribes could corrupt, no

art nor arguments could persuade them to consent to laws that would

enslave their posterity." Long's
"
Histoiy of Jamaica," vol. i. p. n.

See also Ibid, vol. i. pp. 15, 197 208. Sir G. C. Lewis refers to this

transaction in his "
Essay on Government of Dependencies, p. 156."
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CHAPTER VI.

THE RELATION OF THE IRISH PARLIAMENT TO

THE ENGLISH PRIVY COUNCIL AFTER 1782.

POYNINGS' ACT was not repealed by the revolution of

1782 ;
it was merely modified. By the provisions of

Yelverton's Act effecting this modification, no bills

were to be originated, or altered, or suppressed by
cither Privy Council

;
but before any bill passed by

both Houses of the Irish Parliament should receive

the assent of the Lord-Lieutenant, as the King's

representative, the consent of the Sovereign under the

Great Seal of England was necessary. The clause,

likewise, of Poynings' Act which rendered the Royal

license to the Viceroy a condition precedent to the

convening of a Parliament in Ireland was expressly

retained.* The provisions of Yelverton's Act were

framed in accordance with the terms of the Address

to the Throne moved by Mr. Grattan on the i6th

April, 1782, which contains the following passage:
" To assure his Majesty that his Majesty's Commons

in Ireland do most sincerely wish that all bills which

become law in Ireland should receive the approbation

of his Majesty under the Great Seal of Great Britain,

but that yet we consider the practice of suppressing

our bills in the Council of Ireland, or altering the

* 21 & 22 Geo. III., Ir. c. 47.
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same anywhere, to be a just cause of jealousy and

discontent." *

" At present," says Lord Mountmorres, writing in

1792, "by the Chief Baron Yelverton's law, it is not

necessary for the Council to certify a bill under the

Great Seal of Ireland as a reason for summoning a

Parliament, but it is ordered to be convoked by

proclamation from the Crown, as it is summoned
in England. Touching bills, they now originate in

either House, and go from one to the other, as they

do in England, after which they are deposited in the

Lords' office, when the clerk of the Crown takes a

copy of them, and this parchment is attested to be a

true copy by the Great Seal of Ireland on the left

side of the instrument. Thus they are sent to Eng-
land by the Irish Council, and if they are approved of

by the King, this transmiss, or copy, comes back, with

the Great Seal of England on the right side, with a

commission to the Lord-Lieutenant to give the Royal

assent. All bills, except money bills, remain in the

Lords' office, but bills of supply are sent back to the

House of Commons to be presented by the Speaker at

the bar of the Lords for the Royal assent. Hence it is

manifest that no alteration can now be made in bills, ex-

cept in Parliament, as the record,or original bill, remains

in the Lords' offices till it obtains the Royal assent." f

The nature and effects of this modification of

Poynings' Law were discussed and explained in the

* " Irish Debates," vol. i. p. 337.

t Mountmorres's "
Irish Parliament," vol. i. pp. 59, 60.
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Irish Parliament during the debates on the Regency

question. The distinction between the British and

the Irish Constitution of 1782 in legislative procedure
was then forcibly illustrated.

"By your new law," says Fitzgibbon,who was at that

time Attorney-General, "you^enact that all bills which

pass the two Houses here which shall be certified into

England, and which shall be returned under the Great

Seal of England without any addition, diminution, or

alteration whatever, shall pass into law, and no other.

By this you make the Great Seal of England essen-

tially and indispensably necessary on the passing of

laws in Ireland. You can pass no act without first

certifying it into England and having it returned

under the Great Seal of that Kingdom, insomuch

that were the King of England and Ireland to come

here in person and to reside, he could not pass a

bill without its being first certified to his regent in

England, who must return it under the Seal of that

Kingdom before his Majesty could even in person

assent to it."
"
By this bill the Great Seal of England

is the organ by which the King of England speaks,

and the Great Seal of Ireland is the organ by which

the King of Ireland speaks, and it is nonsense to say

that it is as King of Ireland he affixes the Great Seal

of England to Irish Acts. As well might you say that

it is as King of Ireland he affixes the Great Seal of

England to treaties of peace, alliance, and commerce,

which nevertheless include Ireland."*

* "Irish Debates," vol. ix. pp. 48, 40.
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To part of this statement Grattan took exception.
" The bills," he said,

" must return to this country ;

they must return without alteration, they must return

under the Great Seal of Great Britain as usual, and

then, says the right hon. gentleman (Fitzgibbon), they

are the law. But I tell him they are not the law;

they are then qualified to receive the royal assent,

without which they cannot be law. That royal assent

is the assent of the King of Ireland."*

" To every bill," said Hely Hutchinson,
"
in this

kingdom, besides the assent of the two Houses, three

things were necessary the Great Seal of Ireland and

the Great Seal of England, which must be affixed to

every bill before it can pass into a law
;
but a third

requisite was indispensable, namely, a commission for

giving the royal assent." f
" Our Legislative Constitution," said Sir L. Par-

sons, "was altered in 1782, but the effects of these

alterations have not as yet been fully considered. As

it now stands, it agrees with the Legislative Constitu-

tion of England in having three estates a King who

acts by his Viceroy, a House of Lords, and a House of

Commons
;
but it differs in this, that there is super-

added upon our Constitution an extrinsic form which

is distinct and independent of the three estates, and

that is the Great Seal of England, which must be put

to our bills before they become the law of the land.

This is not the third estate, as some have called it, nor

* "Irish Debates," vol. ix. pp. 74, 75.

t " Irish Debates," vol. ix. p. 55.
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do I think it can properly be called any estate at all
;

if it be one, it must be a fourth estate."
"

It gives the

English Parliament a kind of negative upon our laws,

but by such a remote and severe action, as there is

no reason to apprehend it will ever be abused. That

Parliament having recognised our right to legislate

exclusively for this kingdom, their own law as well

as their prudence would not suffer them to impeach
their Chancellor for putting that Seal to any Irish Act,

except in the single case of its tending to destroy the

unity of the executive power in which alone the con-

nection of these kingdoms consists. The Seal, then,

however it came to be added to our Constitution,

whether by accident or design, is security to England
without being dependent to Ireland

;
and the history

of mankind does not afford an instance of two inde-

pendent States being connected together by a me-

chanism so wise and so beautiful." *

This exposition of the relation of the English

king to the Irish Parliament between 1782 and 1800

is, in my judgment, accurate. The power of the

veto, though it was not exercised, must, I think,

be considered a real power, capable of use in emer-

gencies. We can never sufficiently realise the great

fact that the British Constitution is subject to con-

stant changes. The power of the Crown a century

ago cannot be ascertained by any estimate of the

power of the Crown to-day. Mr. Bagehot stated the

case strongly, but without exaggeration, when, in

* "
Irish Debates," vol. ix. pp. 121, 122.
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1865, he wrote :

" The Queen has no veto
;
she must

sign her own death-warrant if the two Houses

unanimously send it up to her. It is a fiction of the

past to ascribe to her legislative power. She has

long ceased to have any."* In 1782 the royal veto

on English legislation was not thought to be in

abeyance, though it had not been exercised since

1693. f This position is proved by the fact that in

the American Constitution, framed in 1789, which

is a version of the English Constitution, the

President, who supplies the place of the English

king, has a modified veto in legislation. J Still

less could the veto on Irish legislation be considered

as a nullity by statesmen who were accustomed,

previously to 1782, to see bills suppressed, varied,

and mutilated both by the Irish and the English

Privy Council. So real did Flood, the greatest autho-

rity of his time on constitutional questions, consider

the power of the royal veto under the new Consti-

tution, that he urged the propriety of a provision re-

quiring the royal dissent, as well as the royal assent,

to be given in open Parliament. " Will you not,"

he said,
"
restore the Constitution to what it was

*
"English Constitution," p. 57.

t When William III. refused his assent to the Bill for Triennial

Parliaments which, notwithstanding, became law the following year.

This is generally cited as the last instance of the exercise of the royal

veto. The last actual instance, however, occurred in 1707, when

Queen Anne refused her assent to a Scottish Militia Bill. But this is

not regarded as a constitutional precedent.

I See a very able article in the Quarterly Review for January,

1884, on the " Constitution of the United States."
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before Poynings' Law? and ever}' one knows that

before Poynings' Law your bills were transmitted to

the king engrossed on parchment, under the Great

Seal of Ireland, and that the royal assent or dissent

was given to them in open Parliament."*
" The power of the English Privy Council was

not," says Mr. Butt,
"
regarded as a mere speculative

or theoretical one. It was looked to as a practical

check on Irish legislation. It is said it is to be

hoped not truly that in 1792 the unanimity of the

Irish House of Commons in favour of the Catholic

Relief Bill was produced by the belief universally

entertained that the English Privy Council would

refuse their assent, and that the English Ministry

returned it in spite, to punish the Irish Parliament

for attempting to acquire a character for liberality

at their expense. The story has probably as much

foundation as most stories of the kind
;
but its cur-

rency is sufficient to prove the opinions entertained

of the reality of the veto." f

* " Irish Debates," vol. i. p. 392.

t
"

Irish Federation," pp. 40, 41.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE IRISH ADMINISTRATION.

AN eminent political writer has described the English

cabinet as " a board of control chosen by the Legisla-

ture out of persons whom it trusts and knows, to rule

the nation." * This sentence is valuable, for it will

impress on the mind by way of contrast the main cha-

racteristics of the Irish executive. The Irish Govern-

ment in the interval between 1782 and 1800 consisted

practically of the Lord-Lieutenant and his secretary.

They were not chosen by the Irish Legislature, but

by the English Government, whose creatures they

were, and whose policy they came to Ireland to main-

tain. They were not generally known by the Irish

Legislature before their acceptance of office, and

when they became known they were for good reasons

certainly not trusted. The Lord-Lieutenant was an

English nobleman
;

his secretary was generally a

member of the English House of Commons, who

easily obtained a seat in the Irish House. These

functionaries went in and out of office with the

English Government, whose nominees they were.

In Ireland there was no Irish administration respon-

sible to the Irish Parliament, and through that Par-

liament to the Irish nation. An adverse vote of the

Irish Parliament disturbed them not. Thus the

*
Bagehot, "English Constitution," p, 13.
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House of Commons in 1789 passed a vote of gravest

censure on Lord Buckingham when Lord-Lieutenant,

but he retained his office.* Lord Castlereagh's first

proposal to the Irish Parliament on the question of

Union miscarried, an amendment in favour of an

independent legislature being lost by a single vote.f

A virtual defeat on a leading question of policy

would, in accordance with constitutional practice,

have entailed the resignation of the Ministry, and the

acceptance of office by a statesman opposed to the

Union. But the Irish Ministers, looking for support

not to Ireland but to England, recognised no such

principle of action. They knew an easier plan.
"
It

was plain," says Sir Erskine May,
" that corrupt

interests could only be overcome by corruption.

Nomination boroughs must be bought, and their

members indemnified, country interests conciliated,

officers and expectant lawyers compensated, oppo-

nents bribed. Lord Castlereagh estimated the cost

of these expedients at a million and a half, and the

price was forthcoming." J

Theoretically the Ministers were liable to impeach-

* "That His Excellency theLord-Lieutenant'sanswertoboth Houses

of Parliament requesting him to transmit their address to His Royal

Highness the Prince of Wales is ill-advised, contains an unwarranted

and unconstitutional censure on the proceedings of both Houses of

Parliament, and attempts to question the undoubted rights and privi-

leges of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal and the Commons of Ireland."

Carried ayes, 115; noes, 83.
"

Irish Debates," vol. ix., pp. 153- 155-

t May's "Constitutional History," vol. iii. p. 330. "Cornwall^

Correspondence," vol. iii. pp. 40 51.

J
" Constitutional History," vol. iii. p. 330.
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ment for acts of administrative misconduct.* But this

cumbrous and unsatisfactory mode of procedure, as

Sir F. Stephen terms it, was not practically available,

owing to the "
fugacious character" of Irish adminis-

trations. The Lord-Lieutenant and his secretary had

only to retire to England and oust the jurisdiction.

England would not be likely to deliver up officials

whose offence was that they served her interests not

honestly, but too well, and Ireland could not make

such a demand without a compromise of her national

dignity.

The general aim of the Irish Ministers was, it

seems, to regain by the corruption of Parliament the

arbitrary power which England lost by the Revolution

of 1782. This design was early perceived. Speaking
in the House of Commons on March 20, 1784,

Dr. Browne, one of the members for Trinity College,

makes this observation :

" We are no longer attacked

by the stern violence of prerogative, but a new and

more dangerous foe has arisen, a corrupt and all-

subduing influence which, with a silent but resistless

course, has overwhelmed the land, and borne down

every barrier of liberty and virtue." f
" Those acqui-

sitions in 1782," says Sir L. Parsons, "which the

people thought would have brought good government,
* This power was in fact never exercised by the Irish Parliament.

Hely Hutchinson, in a speech of great learning, urged that Lord

Strangford should be proceeded against by impeachment and not by a

bill of pains and penalties. He stated the constitutional principles

which he minutely explained and illustrated. The speech is worthy ol

perusal.
"
Irish Debates," vol. iii. pp. 187 195.

f "Irish Debates," vol. iii. p. 73.
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have brought bad, and why ? Because it has been

the object of the English Ministers ever since to

countervail what was obtained at that period, and

substitute a surreptitious and clandestine influence for

that open power which the English Legislature was then

obliged to relinquish."* Mr. Thomas Conolly, who was

at the time a member of the English Parliament, thus

spoke in 1791 in the Irish House of Commons : "As
there was no other course established by which a

member could quit that House, he must wish to be

called to its bar and expelled. The British House of

Commons consisted of 558 members, 67 only of whom
were placemen, and no pensioners could sit, nor

placemen, unless originally chosen as such, or upon

getting a place, or being re-chosen. In this House,

consisting of 300 members, 1 10 were placemen or

pensioners. They had adopted the whole power of

the Privy Council before the repeal of Poynings' Law,

and literally appeared to be determined not to let any

law pass here that was not agreeable to the English

minister or the English merchant, and that therefore he

Was seriously in earnest to be expelled from a society

which he conceived to be acting in direct contradic-

tion to the constitution and trade of that kingdom."!

Grattan complains of " the fatal hand of an Irish

Cabinet legislating against Ireland to promote its

own credit in the Court of Great Britain." : In 1797

* '
Irish Debates," vol. x. p. 243.

t "
Irish Debates," vol. xi. pp. 231

"
Irish Debates," vol. xii. p. 14.
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he observed :

" The unconstitutional and abomin-

able interference of the British minister in every de-

partment of our Constitution, to the ruin of its inde-

pendency, and to the destruction of morals, has been

made, by the servants of Government, the test of con-

nection, and the Constitution itself has been made the

test of separation." Painfully sensible of the analogy,

he makes, in the same speech, this significant remark,
"
By ministers it was said, at the time of the

American War, let the Parliament give up the power
of making law for America, and the minister will get

it by bribing."
* Mr. Fox, in the British House of

Commons in 1797, said, in reference to Ireland :

" The advantages which the form of a free govern-

ment seemed to promise have been counteracted by
the influence of the Executive Government, and of

the British Cabinet." f

The want of responsible government was bitterly

deplored. Commenting on the conduct of Secretary

Orde in reference to the Commercial Propositions,

Mr. Flood said :

" He may defy the House he who

can prorogue or even dissolve the Parliament. He,

indeed, must be very much afraid of their resentment.

No, but he may be afraid of a mob if a whole

offended, injured nation may be called a mob and

then what is his resource ? Why, a packet, and then

he is responsible. Where ? In Dover !

"
J

* "Irish Debates," vol. xvii. pp. 503, 504.

t March 26th, 1797, reported in "Irish Debates," vol. xvii. p. 212.

J
"
Irish Debates," vol. v. p. 312.
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" We have," said Grattan, "no Irish Cabinet. In-

dividuals may deprecate, may dissuade, but they
cannot enforce their principles ;

there is no embodied

authority in Ireland. Again, your Government con-

stantly fluctuates; your viceroys change every day;
men of different parties and different principles, faith-

ful to private engagements but not bound to any
uniform public system. Again, you have no decided

responsibility in Ireland ; the objects of your inquest

might not be easily found
;
in short, you have in this

country the misfortune of a double administration, a

double importunity a fluctuating Government, and

a fugacious responsibility."
' Some years later Mr.

Grattan says,
" Are the Ministers of Ireland fonder of

the people of this country than the Ministers of the

sister country are of Great Britain? Are they not

often aliens in affection as well as birth, disposed

to dispute your rights, censure your proceedings,

and to boast that you cannot punish them, and

that, therefore, they do not fear you? Arc they

not proud to humble you and ambitious to corrupt

you ?
"
f

"There is in England," says Mr. Grattan in

another debate,
" such a thing as responsibility ;

the

public malefactor there cannot always retire from

public mischief to triumphant impunity." J
" We have

been taught to believe the Irish Viceroy is not to be

* "Irish Debates," vol. vi. p. 115.

t "Irish Debates," vol. ix. p. 384.

J "Irish Debates," vol. x. pp. 59, 60.
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affected in his situation by the sense of the people of

this country. The English Minister stands in a dif-

ferent situation with respect to his own." * " You have

no adequate responsibility in Ireland, and politicians

laugh at the sword of justice which falls short of their

heads and only precipitates on their reputations. Sir,

this country has never yet exercised herself in the

way of vindictive justice ;
in the case of Strafford she

was but an humble assistant, and yet in this country

we have had victims
;

the aristocracy at different

times has been a victim
;
the whole people of Ireland

for almost an entire century were a victim, but

Ministers in all the criminal successions Here

is a chasm, a blank in your history. Sir, you
have in Ireland no axe, and therefore no good
Minister." f

In his speech in the debate on the sale of the

peerages, Mr. Grattan says :

" Some past administra-

tions in this country prove that the most licentious

thing imaginable is a little Castle presuming on the

languor of the Empire, too low to think itself respon-

sible to character, and too shifting to be responsible

to justice. Remove from that Court the dread of

Parliament, and they will become a political High
Life Below Stairs, carrying not only the fashions

but the vices and insolence of their superiors to

outrageous excess." J

* "
Irish Debates," vol. x. p. 61.

f "Irish Debates," vol. x. p. 67.

J
"

Irish Debates," vol. x. p. 267.
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"
I'll suppose," said Mr. Grattan, in the debate on

the Responsibility Bill, in 1791, "the Commons of

Ireland resolve articles of impeachment against a

Chief Governor, and that they send their messengers
to the Lords to acquaint, them therewith, and to desire

that he may be committed to their power. Where is

he ? He is fled. Fled with his secretary. Your im-

peachment would commence when his commission

ceased, and his person was out of the jurisdiction of

the realm. You can't follow his person nor find his

property. These great men who are held out as our

sole security for acts of State have seldom a freehold

in your country. They could not be private, still less

are they public security. I'll suppose on the applica-

tion of this Parliament to his Majesty to interpose

with the Parliament of Great Britain, the latter would

transmit the person to be impeached ;
but the efficacy

of your jurisdiction depends on the success of your

application ;
that is, the responsibility held out to this

country depends on the permission of the Parliament

of another, which is in fact no responsibility whatever,

and if ever the punishment of an unworthy Viceroy

should become the unworthy cause of discontent and

jealousy between the two countries, remember it is

the servants of the Crown who are the cause, by leav-

ing you no option and affording you no person whom-

soever to proceed against, save only the person of the

Viceroy. It follows from this that his Excellency

affords no adequate responsibility. You can't dero-

gate from your dignity and impeach him before the
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Lords of England, nor attach his person when you

impeach him before the Lords of Ireland." *

" The prominent spring of your Government, that

is the British Minister, is an absentee, and does not

look in the face the crimes committed by his agents

in the kingdom of Ireland. Residence is a kind

of physical responsibility, but he has the advantage

of not beholding the acts of his servants in Ireland."

" The agents, or instruments, in Ireland, by which

these things are done, though they are not, like him,

absentees, yet they are not stationary, and they look

not only to the protection, but to the opinion of

another country. The seat of their action is in

Ireland ; but the seat of their character, as well as

of their punishment, is in England ;
and Ireland is, of

course, deprived, in the present administration of her

affairs, of the two great sanctions held necessary to

restrain the malignity of human actions the law of

punishment, and the law of reputation ;
and the public

weal of this country is left for its preservation to the

remote apprehension which her ministers may entertain

of Divine vengeance, and to their ambiguous specula-

tions on a future state of reward and punishment." f

* "
Irish Debates," vol. xi. p. 393.

f "Irish Debates," vol. xi. pp. 396,397. A Responsibility Bill

became law in 1793, but the position of the Lord-Lieutenant and his

Secretary was not thereby changed. Throughout the whole existence

of the Irish Parliament, these officials were practically beyond its

control.
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CHAPTER VIII.

POINTS OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE LAWS AND
PRACTICE OF THE ENGLISH AND THE IRISH

CONSTITUTIONS.

BY one of the articles of Poynings' Law, all statutes

made in England prior to the passing of that Act are

deemed valid in Ireland
;
but as this provision did

not extend to English statutes of later date,
"
the law

of the countries began to diverge from that time, and,

after three centuries has been in several respects

differently modified." *

The chief points of difference between the British

and the Irish Constitutions have been rendered

apparent by the foregoing sketch, which, necessarily

imperfect, would be still more incomplete without

some further account of the distinctions in the

practice and laws of the Constitutions of Great Britain

and Ireland. The student of Irish Constitutional

history will perceive that the beneficial Acts which

are the essential preservations of the British Con-

stitution, and the fundamental laws of that country,

were, in some instances, not extended to Ireland for

centuries after their enactment in England ;
in other

* Hallam's "
Constitutional History," vol. iii. p.*362.
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cases, that they were extended, but after long inter-

vals and in a mutilated form; while other statutes

of equal importance were never extended to Ireland

at all.

The reason of so striking a phenomenon is quite

apparent. Before 1782 the friends of popular rights

in Ireland had to cope with the Irish and English

Privy Council armed with the machinery provided by

Poynings' Law for the destruction of constitutional

liberty. After 1782 they had to struggle against the

influence of an Irish Ministry who were the agents of

the English Cabinet for the bribery of a Parliament,

unreformed, and from its very nature subject to

corruption. If we take into consideration the consti-

tution of that assembly, the tendencies of the time,

the want of an independent newspaper press, the low

state of public opinion, and the temptations by which

political rectitude was assailed, so far from agreeing

with Mr. Froude that the Irish Parliament was " the

most mischievous parody of a representative legisla-

ture which the world has ever seen,"
* we shall be led

insensibly to admire a body who gained for their

country many of the benefits of the British constitu-

tion, despite the determined opposition of a ministry

enforced by unlimited means of corruption. "A

person of high consideration," said Fox in the British

House of Commons,
" was known to say that

^"500,000 had been expended to quell an opposition

in Ireland, and that as much more must be expended
*Froude's "English in Ireland," vol iii. p. 551.
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to bring the legislature of that country into a proper

temper."
*

The following are some of the leading differences

in the practice and laws of the Constitution in Great

Britain and Ireland :

i. Laws regulating the duration and convening of
Parliament.

In England, previous to 1694, the old maxim

prevailed that the king is caput priucipium cf finis of

Parliament. The House of Commons accordingly, un-

less dissolved, remained in existence during the life of

the monarch who convened it. A Triennial Act had

indeed been passed by the Long Parliament
;

it was,

however, violated by that assembly, and repealed at

the Restoration. In 1693 a Triennial Bill was passed

by both the English Houses of Parliament, and

presented to William III., who refused his assent.

This measure, however, became law in the following

year. In 1715 the Septennial Act was passed, since

a general election at the time was considered perilous

to the existence of the Hanoverian dynasty. This

statute has since remained in force, though many
efforts have been made to obtain a return to the old

system of Triennial Parliaments. By a statute of Anne

it is provided that Parliament, if not sooner dissolved

by the new sovereign, should remain in existence for

six months after a demise of the Crown, while a statute

* "Irish Debates," vol. xvii. p. 212. British House of Commons,
March 26th, 1796. The reference was lo Fitzgibbon, who, when

Attorney-General, made use of this observation in the House of

Commons.
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of George III. enacts that if a demise of the Crown

should take place at a time when no Parliament is

in existence, the last Parliament should revive and

continue in being, unless again dissolved, for six

months. The Reform Act of 1867 provides that the

demise of the Crown shall have no effect on the

existence of Parliament.

In Ireland, previous to 1768, Parliament, unless

dissolved, lasted during an entire reign. This had

actually occurred
;

the Parliament of George II.

remained in existence during his whole reign, a period

of thirty-three years. Flood entered this assembly in

1759 at the mature age of seven-and-twenty ;
he

was, however, some years younger than the Parliament.

The Irish House of Commons had frequently passed

the heads of Septennial Bills, which had been

forwarded to England but never returned. In 1768

a Septennial Bill was returned by the Privy Council

altered into an Octennial Bill, in the hope, as it

has been asserted, that the Irish Parliament would

not accept it thus changed. They, however, gladly

passed the measure in its mutilated form. The

grounds for the alteration by the English Privy

Council were alleged to be the fact that the Irish

Parliament sat only every second year, and that great

inconvenience would arise if both England and

Ireland were plunged at the same time in the turmoil

of a general election.

The effects of the Octennial Act cannot be over-

estimated. " Our sovereign," said Mr. R. H. Hutchin-
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son, in the House of Commons, in 1781,
" has given a

perpetual spring to our national spirit by lopping off

that branch of his prerogative which enabled him to

make the representatives of the people free-holders

of their trust."
* " The enactment of that law pro-

duced," said Mr. Fletcher,
" a revolution more salutary

than the boasted Revolution of 1688." f Mr. Lccky
considers this Act to have "

laid the foundation of

Parliamentary influence and independence in Ire-

land." J

The contrast between an English House of Com-

mons, elected for three years, extending its tenure to

seven years, and an Irish House of Commons, elected

for the life or during the pleasure of the sovereign,

wishing to limit its- tenure of office to seven years, is

noteworthy.

As regards the convening of Parliament in England,

a statute of Edward II. and two statutes of Edward III.

provide that
" a Parliament shall be held once annually,

or more often if need be." These Acts are con-

sidered to refer merely to the meeting of Parliament,

and not to the summoning of a new Parliament.

They were, however, frequently violated. Charles I.,

for instance, allowed twelve years to elapse without

summoning a Parliament. Again, the Bill of Rights

declares that Parliaments ought to be held more

frequently. From the Revolution, owing to the

* "
Irish Debates," vol. i. p. 269.

t
"

Irish Debates," vol. xv. p. 323.

J "England in the Eighteenth Century," vol. iv. p. 382.
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necessity of passing the annual Mutiny Act and the

Appropriation Act, Parliament in England has met

once a year.

These statutes of Edward II. and Edward III.

were of course in operation in Ireland under Poynings'

Law
;

their provisions were, however; disregarded

more flagrantly in Ireland than in England.
" Of the

seventeenth century," says Grattan,
"
nearly 85 years

at different intervals passed without a Parliament :

from 1585 to 1612, that is 27 years, no Parliament;

from 1615 to 1634, 19 years, no Parliament; from

1648 to 1 66 1, 13 years, no Parliament ;
from 1666 till

1692, that is 26 years, no Parliament. Before the

Revolution, it thus appears that, with the rights and

name, Ireland had not the possession of a Parlia-

mentary constitution
;
and it will appear that, since

the Revolution, she had no constitutional Parliament.

From 1692 till 1768, near 70 years, almost two-thirds

of a century, the tenure was during the life of the king."

Ireland never had a Bill of Rights. In the first

Parliament that was held after the Revolution, the

heads of a Bill containing the chief provisions of the

Bill of Rights were sent to England. It was, how-

ever, never returned. From 1692 till 1782 Parlia-

ments met biennially ;
from 1782 till 1800 there were

annual sessions.

2. The Mutiny Act. The first English Mutiny
Act was passed in 1689. It was a temporary measure,

framed for the purpose of suppressing a mutiny which
* "Irish Debates," vol. xiv. p. 84.
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had broken out in some regiments under orders for

foreign service.* It was found so conducive to mili-

tary discipline that its provisions have been re-enacted

every year, with the exception of a few years in

William III.'s reign. The continuance of the Mutiny
Act is limited to a year. It provides the sole means

of enforcing military discipline and keeping the army

together. It asserts the clause of the Bill of Rights,

whereby the raising or keeping of a standing army
within the kingdom in time of peace, except with the

consent of Parliament, is declared to be against law,

and it asserts that it is adjudged necessary by the

Sovereign and by Parliament that a body of forces

should be maintained for the safety of the kingdom,
and that an exact discipline should be observed.

After reciting the provisions of the Petition of Right,

and of 3 1 Car. II., c. I, against the billeting of soldiers,

it suspends those provisions, and permits billeting

in inns and victualling houses.

There was no Mutiny Act in Ireland previous to

17/9. Discipline in the army was maintained, and

prisoners were tried by court-martial, and punished,

either under the provisions of the English Mutiny

Act or under a prerogative of which it might be

contended the Irish Crown had not been deprived.

When the sentiment against the validity of English

laws in Ireland became general, it was seen that no

convictions could be obtained for offences against the

English Mutiny Act.

*
Macaulay's

"
History of England," vol. iii. pp. 45, 46-
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Under these circumstances, the heads of an Annual

Mutiny Bill, which were introduced into Parliament,

passed the House of Commons. They were, however,

returned from England with the limitation as to time

expunged. The Parliament accepted the alteration, and

thus a perpetual Mutiny Act passed, containing no

assertion of the necessity of the assent of Parliament

to the maintenance of an army in time of peace.*

In 1782 this perpetual Mutiny Act was repealed, and

from that time till the Union, a Mutiny Act was

passed annually, framed on the model of the English

Act, and containing the same provisions and recitals.

3. The Habeas Corpus Act. The celebrated Eng-
lish statute known as the Habeas Corpus Act,

was passed in 1679. Mr. Hallam observes that it is

a common mistake to suppose
" that this statute en-

larged to a great degree our liberties, and forms a

sort of epoch in their history. But though a very

beneficent enactment, and eminently remedial in

many cases of arbitrary imprisonment, it introduced

no new principle, nor conferred any right upon the

subject."
"
It was not to bestow an immunity from

arbitrary imprisonment, which is abundantly provided

in Magna Charta (if, indeed, it were not much more

ancient), that the statute of Charles II. was enacted,

but to cut off the abuses by which the Government's

* This measure was severely condemned by Edmund Burke ; he

characterises it "as the perpetual establishment of a military power in

the dominions of this Crown without the consent of the British Legis-

lature, contrary to the policy of the Constitution, contrary to the

Declaration of Rights/' "Irish Affairs," pp. 130, 131.
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lust of power, and the servile subtlety of Crown

lawyers, had impaired so fundamental a privilege."*

The heads of the Bill extending the provisions of

the Habeas Corpus Act to Ireland had again and

again been transmitted to England but were never

returned. Indeed, the Irish Privy Council had been

told
" to transmit the Bill no more." Such a Bill was,

in the words of Lord Harcourt, when Lord-Lieutenant,

in a letter written to Lord Rochford, dated March 6th,

1774, "held irreconcilable with the idea of a depen-

dency." It was regarded as " a solecism in politics to

make the constitution of a colony the same as that of

the mother country."
" The Catholics must be either

admitted to the protection of it, or be excluded." The

Viceroy then proceeds to state what seem to him the

dangers either of admitting or excluding them throw-

ing on the English Council the onus of arriving at a

decision.f

When, in 1781, the heads of a Habeas Corpus Bill

were introduced, Mr. Eden, the Secretary, said
"
that

from the usage of Ireland, which was the common

law of the realm, and from the conduct of the Judges,

the Habeas Corpus Act was in operation in Ireland,

though not under the authority of Statute," } but

admitted that the rights of the subject should be

secured by positive law. A Habeas Corpus Act was

accordingly passed which, while differing in some

* See " Constitutional History," vol. iii. pp. 10 15.

t See Froude's "English in Ireland," vol. ii. pp. 178, 179.

% "Irish Debates," vol. i. p. 31.
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unimportant particulars from the English statute,

contained a clause enabling the operation of the Act

to be suspended by the Lord-Lieutenant and Privy

Council, in the event of actual invasion or rebellion in

Great Britain or Ireland.*

4. The Independence of the Judges. The Act

of Settlement -provides that after the accession

of the House of Hanover the English Judges' com-

missions should be made during good behaviour,

and their salaries, ascertained and established
;
but

upon the address of both Houses of Parliament it

may be lawful to remove them. "William III./'

says Mr. Hallam, "gave an unfortunate instance of

his very injudicious tenacity of bad prerogatives in

refusing his assent in 1692 to a Bill that had passed

both Houses for establishing this independence of

the judges by law, and confirming their salaries." f

From the first year of George L, however, English

judges have been independent. The independence of

the Irish judges was not secured by a provision similar

to that contained in the Act of Settlement till 1782.
"
English Ministers had," says Mr. Froude," been pecu-

liarly tenacious of their power to remove them (the

Irish judges) at will."J The heads of a Judges' Tenure

Bill had again and again been forwarded, but had not

been returned by the Privy Council. The history of a

few of these Bills may perhaps, be given as showing

* 21 & 22 Geo. III., Ir., c. n.
t "Constitutional History," vol. iii. p. 194.

J
"
English in Ireland," vol. ii. p. 59.
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the species of opposition the extension to Ireland of

any constitutional measure had to encounter. In

1767 Lord Townshend, then Viceroy, made mention, in

a speech from the throne, that he had been instructed

to recommend that provision should be made for

securing the judges in their seats during good be-

haviour. For this he was sharply reprimanded by
Lord Shelburne, inasmuch as he exceeded his in-

structions, which were merely to speak in private

conversation, and in general terms, to influential

politicians of the determination of the Government to

support a Judges' Bill and other popular measures.*

Immediately the heads of a Bill assimilating the

tenure of the Irish judges to that of the English

judges were passed in the House of Commons and

transmitted to the Privy Council.
" The English Ministers," says Mr. Lecky,

" were

determined that the Irish Privy Council should be

recognised as an essential part of the Irish Constitu-

tion, and that the dependence of Ireland on the

English Parliament should be emphatically asserted.

Shelburne wrote to Townshend that the Irish judges

should be removable only upon a representation of

the two Irish Houses of Parliament and the Irish

Privy Council, conjointly or upon an address of the

two Houses of the British Parliament. Townshend

at once summoned the confidential servants of the

Crown, and directed them to have clauses to this

effect inserted in committee
;
but they all answered

* "
English in Ireland," vol. ii. pp. 59, 60.
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that such clauses would be rejected with indignation,

and they entreated him to keep it secret that they

had ever been thought of. The Bill was therefore

suffered to proceed to England in a form correspond-

ing with the English Act, but it was returned with

clauses making it necessary for addresses of the two

Irish Houses for the removal of a judge to be certified

by the Privy Council, and making the Irish judges

removable by the British Parliament. The Irish

House of Commons at once rejected the Bill
;
and the

promise in the speech from the throne was branded,

with some reason, as not much better than a de-

ception."
*

Nine years afterwards (in 1776) Lord Harcourt, in

transmitting the heads of a Judges' Tenure Bill, thus

wrote to Lord Weymouth :

" The state of the

country duly considered, I am persuaded it would

be undesirable to make the commission of judges to

continue during good behaviour. So many incon-

veniences would result from such a Bill that I trust it

will not be deemed proper to return it to Ireland." f

Again, in 1780, on the rejection of the heads of a

Judges' Tenure Bill by the English Privy Council,

Lord Buckingham, the Lord Lieutenant of the day,

thus writes :

" As the having the commissions of the

Irish judges the same as in England, has been a

favourite wish in this country, it was never, as I

*
"England in the Eighteenth Century," vol. iv. pp. 374, 375.

See "English in Ireland," vol. ii. pp. 59 68.

t
"

English in Ireland," vol. ii. pp. 200. 201.
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understand, thought expedient to oppose the heads in

the House of Commons, the reasons upon which these

heads have been disapproved by his Majesty's British

servants not being of a nature to be agitated here

even in quiet times." *

In September, 1781, Lord Carlisle, then Viceroy,

recommends the English Privy Council to pass this

Bill. Lord Hillsborough thus replies :

" As to giving

the Irish judges the same position which the judges

had in England . . . the King's servants had to

observe that nothing could be more dangerous and

improper than such an Act without the clauses which

were inserted by the Privy Council in the former Bill,

on which it was thrown out by the House of Commons
in Ireland." f

One of the first Acts of the free Irish Parliament

in 1782 was to secure an upright administration of

the law, by giving the Irish judges the independence

enjoyed by the English judges for a period of sixty-

two years previously. J In the eloquent words of

Flood,
" The Houses of Parliament were made guar-

dians of the integrity of the Bench."

5. Money Bills. "The jealousy of the House of

Commons in England at all periods to originate all

grants of money and money bills, and to pass them
*

Froude,
"
English in Ireland," vol. ii. p. 269.

f Froude, "English in Ireland," vol. ii. p. 315.

J 21 & 22 Geo. III., Ir., c. 50.

"Irish Debates," vol. v. p. 16. An English Statute passed in I

Geo. III., provides that judges should continue in office, notwithstanding

the demise of the Crown. The Irish Statute incorporates the provisions

of this Statute and of the clause in the Act of Settlement.

F
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unaltered by the Lords or Crown is," says Lord Chief

Justice Whiteside,
"
proverbial. It has been carried

to a ridiculous extreme.* From the ninth of

Henry IV. the principle has been recognised in

England that Money Bills must originate in the Lower

House.t From the period of Charles I. the name of

the Lords has been omitted in the preamble of the

Bills of Supply, the Commons reciting the grant as if

wholly their own, but in the enacting words adopting

the customary form of statutes. J In 1671 the Com-
mons resolved,

" That .in all aids given to the King

by the Commons the rate or tax ought not to be

altered by the Lords/' Since the Revolution they

have still further extended their privilege "by not

receiving from the House of Lords any Bill which

imposes a pecuniary penalty on offenders, nor per-

mitting them to alter the application of such as had

been imposed below."
||

"
Taxation," says Lord

Chatham,
"

is no part of the governing or legislative

power. The taxes are a voluntary gift and grant of

the Commons alone. In legislation the three estates

of the realm are alike concerned, but the concurrence

of the Peers and the Crown to a tax is only necessary

to clothe it with the form of a law. The gift and

grant is of the Commons alone." If

* "Life and Death of the Irish Parliament," p. no.

f Hallam,
" Middle Ages," vol. iii. p. 103.

J Hallam, "Constitutional History," vol. iii. p. 29.

Hallam,
" Constitutional History," vol. iii. p. 30.

j| Hallam, "Constitutional History," vol. iii. p. 32.

IT May, "Constitutional History," vol. ii. p. 104.
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In Ireland, before 1782, Bills were certified by the

Privy Council in Ireland to the Privy Council in

England as a reason for summoning a new Parlia-

ment. As if to accentuate in the most invidious

manner the fact that the Irish House of Commons
was deprived of privileges asserted and maintained

by the English House, it was customary that one

of these Bills should be a Bill of Supply.
In the very first Irish Parliament after the Revolu-

tion, of 1688, the Parliament of 1692,* two Money Bills

were thus originated by the Privy Council. The
House of Commons passed one to meet the exigencies

of the Government. The other they rejected, alleg-

ing by a resolution " that it was and is the undoubted

right of the Commons of Ireland in Parliament

assembled to prepare and resolve the ways and

means of raising money." The Viceroy, Lord Sidney,
* The first Parliament which actually sat after the Revolution of

1688 was the Parliament convened by James II., subsequently to his

" abdication" of the throne. This Assembly cannot, from a constitu-

tional point of view, be regarded as a legally convened Parliament. Mr.

Lecky has, however, done much to rescue its memory from the avalanche

of abuse with which a certain school of writers have overwhelmed it.

Edmund Burke thus refers to this Parliament : "The Irish Parliament

of 1782 bore little resemblance to that which sat in that kingdom after

the period of the Revolution of 1688. It bore a much nearer resemblance

to that which sat under King James. The change of the Parliament in

1782 from the character of the Parliament which, as a token of its in-

dignation, had burned all the journals indiscriminately of the former

Parliament, in the Council Chamber was very visible. The address of

King William's Parliament the Parliament which assembled after the

Revolution amongst other causes of complaint (many of them suffi-

ciently just) complains of the repeal by their predecessors of Poynings'

Law ; no absolute idol with the Parliament of 1782."
"
Irish Affairs,"

p. 242.
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prorogued and afterwards dissolved this Parliament,

pronounced the vote of the Commons to be "
contrary

to the laws of their constitution," and required his

protest to be entered on the journals.*

In 1760, at the accession of George III., the Lords

Justices and the Irish Privy Council remonstrated on

the practice of sending over Money Bills as a reason

for summoning Parliament. The English Privy Council,

however, insisted on aproceeding which the Irish Parlia-

ment regarded as a wanton invasion of their privileges.

The Money Bill was certified, and was on this

occasion easily carried through Parliament Gerard

Hamilton, who was secretary to the Lord-Lieutenant,

thus maintaining in the Irish House of Commons the

right of another body to originate Money Bills.
" As

to the analogy between this and the British House

of Commons, every argument must be inconclusive

which means to assimilate things which are in their

very form and origin in their very first concoction

not only different, but opposite. The two Con-

stitutions were once indeed on the same model."
" The plan of Poynings' Act was to remove the Irish

Constitution from the ground on which it stood

to change the model of it and to make it not only

different, but in some respects the very reverse of

the English House of Commons." f

* Whiteside's " Life and Death of the Irish Parliament," pp. in,
112. Fronde's "

English in Ireland," vol. ii. pp. 253, 254.

t \Vhiteside, "Life and Death of the Irish Parliament," p. 113.

This speech is subjoined to a work of Gerard Hamilton's, entitled
"
Parliamentary Logick."
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Money Bills, however, which were originated by the

Privy Council were generally rejected, and their mere

rejection was not resented
;
for although the English

Government claimed the right to originate Money
Bills, the right of the Irish Parliament to reject them

was not disputed. In 1769, however, the first Parlia-

ment that met after the Octennial Act threw out the

Money Bill which had been certified by the Privy

Council as the cause for summoning it, and passed a

resolution stating that this Bill had been rejected
" because it did not take its rise in the House of

Commons."

This resolution was construed by the Government

to be a denial of their right to originate Money Bills,

Lord Townshend protested against it as an infringe-

ment of Poynings' Law, and prorogued Parliament. *

In the interval between 1782 and 1800 the Irish

House of Commons exercised all the privileges of

the English House of Commons with respect to

Money Bills.

6. The Law of Treason. In England, imme-

diately after the Revolution of 1688, many important

safeguards were provided by statutes for persons

charged with the crime of high treason. Thus, the

7th William III. c. 3, enacts that every person who

shall be accused and indicted under the 25th Edward

III. shall have a true copy of the whole indictment

delivered to him upon request five days at least before

* For full account of this transaction see "England in the

Eighteenth Century," vol. iv. pp. 390392.
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he shall be tried for the same, to enable him to advise

with counsel thereon to plead and make his defence.

It also provides that so many counsel as the prisoner

shall desire, not exceeding two, shall upon his request

be assigned by the Court to plead for and assist him

in making his defence
;
that no person is to be tried

or attainted of high treason but upon the oaths of

two witnesses
;
that there must be two witnesses to

each distinct species of treason, and that the indict-

ment must be found within three years after the

offence. A statute of Anne* further provides that a

list of jurors and witnesses, together with a copy of

the indictment, shall be delivered to any party in-

dicted for treason ten days before the trial.

These great provisions found no place in the Irish

statute book. In 1765, indeed, by an Irish statute,

the prisoner in cases of treason was accorded the

privilege of a copy of the indictment and of having

counsel assigned to aid him in his defence,f From

the other securities afforded by these statutes to

persons in peril on a charge of high treason in

England a prisoner similarly situated in Ireland

was excluded.

In the celebrated case of Sir John Fenwick, in the

reign of William III., one of the two witnesses re-

quired by the law of England to substantiate a charge

of treason was prevailed on by the wife of the accused

to quit the kingdom. It became impossible, accord-

*
7 Anne, c. 21.

f 5 Geo. III. Ir., c. 21.
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ingly, to obtain a conviction in the course of law.

Resort was had to a Bill of Attainder, which became

law, and under whose provisions Sir J. Fenwick

suffered the penalties of high treason.
" The jealous

sense of liberty," says Mr. Hallam,
"
prevalent in

William's reign, produced a very strong opposition to

this Bill of Attainder." * The constitutional aspect

of the question is to this hour a matter of animated

discussion.

In Ireland, however, no such controversy could

have arisen the one witness who was forthcoming

would have been abundantly sufficient to convict the

prisoner in accordance with the ordinary rules of law.

On the 29th April, 1795 nearly a century after

Sir J. Fenwick's attainder Mr. Curran, from his place

in the Irish House of Commons, moved for leave to

bring in a Bill for amending the Irish laws in cases of

high treason, in a speech, in the course of which "he

alluded to the difference which was said to exist

between the laws relative to high treason in this

country and Great Britain, in the latter of which

two witnesses were necessary in order to convict the

accused, while in this country a single witness was

deemed sufficient." f

Mr. Curran's Bill never became law. It was not

till 1821 that the remaining provisions of the statute

of William III.,! and not till 1854 that the pro-

* See Hallam, "Constitutional History." vol. iii. pp. 131 133.

t
" Irish Debates," vol. xv. p. 200.

t i & 2 Geo. IV. c. 24.
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visions of the statute of Anne were extended to

Ireland.*

7. Appropriation of Supplies.
" The great and

fundamental principle," says Mr. Hallam,
" that the

money voted by Parliament is appropriated, and can

only be applied to certain specified heads of ex-

penditure, was introduced (in England) in the reign

of Charles II., and generally, though not in every

instance, adopted by his Parliament. From the

Revolution it has been the invariable usage. The

Lords of the Treasury, by a clause annually repeated

in the Appropriation Act of every session, are for-

bidden, under severe penalties, to order by their

warrant any moneys in the Exchequer, so appro-

priated, from being issued for any other service, and

the officers of the Exchequer to obey any such

warrant. This has given the House of Commons so

effectual a control over the executive power, or, more

truly speaking, has rendered it so much a participator

in that power, that no Administration can possibly

subsist without its concurrence, nor can the session of

Parliament be intermitted for an entire year without

leaving both the naval and military force of the

kingdom unprovided for." f

In Ireland the absence of such a provision was, in

the year 1753, strikingly exemplified. Lord Chief

Justice Whiteside thus relates this remarkable inci-

dent :

" An amusing yet conclusive example of the

*
17 and 18 Viet., c. 26.

t Hallam, "Constitutional History," vol. iii. p. 117.
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imbecility of our Senate is furnished by the result of

the memorable dispute between the Irish House of

Commons and Primate Stone, another intriguing

English prelate, then a Minister, and representing the

Irish Executive, as to the disposal of an unexpected

surplus of ^"200,000 in the Irish Treasury after all

charges on the public funds had been paid. The

Irish House of Commons insisted they had the right

to appropriate the money they had granted. The

local Executive replied that such a doctrine had never

before been heard of in Ireland. The dispute waxed

hot, meanwhile the money was drawn out by a king's

letter, and disposed of according to the pleasure of the

Crown, leaving the disputants to quarrel about the

shell when the oyster was gone."
*

The advocates of constitutional liberty long un-

successfully endeavoured to assimilate the laws of the

two countries in this respect, and bitterly deplored

that so precious a right was withheld from Ireland.

"In Ireland," says George Ponsonby, "the revenues

are not appropriated ;
in England they are. In Ire-

land the Crown draws what money it thinks proper

out of the Treasury in England ;
it cannot apply a

shilling but to the purposes for which it is appro-

priated.'^ At length, in 1793, the Appropriation

Bill became law, the revenue of the country being

thereby vested in responsible commissioners.

* " Life and Death of the Irish Parliament," pp. 1089. See Hal-

lam's account of this transaction, "Constitutional History," vol. iii.p-4o8.

t
"

Irish Debates," vol. x. p. 386.
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8. Placemen and Pensioners in Parliament. It

was provided by the Act of Settlement that no person

who has an office or place of profit under the king, or

receives a pension from the Crown, shall be capable

of serving as a member of the House of Commons of

England. This section was repealed by the 4th Anne,

c. 8, before it came into operation. It is, however,

of value to the student of constitutional law, as the

fact of such a clause which would exclude every

Minister of the Crown from the House of Commons

having passed into law demonstrates the modern

origin of our ministerial system. By the 6th Anne, c. 7,

it is provided that every member of the House of

Commons accepting an office under the Crown,

except a higher commission in the army, must

vacate his seat, but may be re-elected
;
while persons

holding offices created since the 25th October, 1705,

are incapacitated from being elected or re-elected

members of Parliament. It excludes those who hold

pensions during the pleasure of the Crown, and enacts

that no greater number of commissioners should be

appointed to execute any office than had been em-

ployed in its execution at some time before that

Parliament. By the Reform Act of 1867 members

who may be removed from one office under the Crown

to another are relieved from the ordeal of re-election.*

In Ireland many efforts were made to obtain a

Place and Pension Bill similar to the English statute.

The pensions charged on the Civil List were such

*
30 & 31 Viet., c. 102, s. 52, and sch. 4.
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an intolerable grievance, that in 1757 the House of

Commons passed resolutions denouncing their in-

crease, which they compelled the Lord-Lieutenant,

under threat of withholding the supplies, to forward

to the king. In 1763 the heads of a Bill, copied from

the English Place Act, were described as "
very

popular. The increase of places and pensions, how-

ever, grew apace despite all the efforts of the country

party to check it."
*

Mr. Grattan, in supporting Mr. Forbcs's annual

Pension Bill, in 1789, which passed the House of

Commons that year, but was lost in the Lords, thus

spoke :

" When gentlemen call this Bill an attack on

the prerogative of the Crown they are answered by
the principles of the Constitution

;
but they are

also answered by a precedent of a most decisive

nature, and that precedent is this very Bill which is

now the law of England. By the law of England

no pensioner for years or during pleasure can sit in

Parliament, and by the law of England the amount

of pensions is limited. The first law passed at the

time of the Revolution, and was improved in the

reign of Queen Anne. The latter passed in 1782,

with the entire concurrence of these very persons

who now constitute this Administration. Yet the

argument of prerogative would have been stronger

in England, because there a Civil List has been

granted to the king, and the subsequent limitation

* See Lecky's
"
England in the Eighteenth Century," vol. iv. pp.
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of pensions in that list seemed a revocation of the

powers of the grant. On what authority, then, or

pretence do gentlemen call a measure which they

supported as necessary for England, an invasion of

the rights of the Crown when proposed for the benefit

of Ireland ? What pretence have they for such a

partial doctrine of unequal measure? As if that

was an infringement in Ireland which in England
was constitutional, or as if what was moderation in

the people of England would be in those of Ireland

arrogance and presumption."*

"In 1793 the Parliament of Ireland adopted the

principles of the English Act of Anne, and disquali-

fied the holders of all offices under the Crown and

Lord-Lieutenant created after that time."f

Writing in 1792, a year before that enactment,

Lord Mountmorres says,
"
Employments in Ireland

do not vacate seats, and in England the Chiltern

Hundreds appear to have been offices devised to

carry a point by a manoeuvre." \ After 1793 the

Escheatership of Munster served a similar purpose

for the members of the Irish Parliament Before that

time a seat in the Irish Parliament was vacated only

in the following instances by death, by being made

a peer or a judge, or by taking holy orders.

9. Economic Reform. The year 1782 was sig-

nalised in England by Lord Rockingham's great
* "Irish Debates," vol. vi. p. 310.

t May's
" Constitutional History," vol. i. p. 373.

J Mountmorres's "Irish Parliament," vol. ii. pp. 189, 190.

Mountmorres's "Irish Parliament," vol. ii, p. 8.
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measure of economic reform which was the product of

the genius of Edmund Burke.

"In Ireland the pension list, which in 1757 had

amounted to -40,000 was trebled in the first thirty

years of George III., and in 1793 had reached the

prodigious sum of 124,000. But the abuse had now

worked itself out, and could be tolerated no longer.

In that year, therefore, the Government itself proposed

a change which was readily adopted by the Irish

Parliament. The hereditary revenues were surrendered

to Ireland as they had previously been surrendered

in England in exchange for a fixed civil list of

145,000, exclusive of pensions, and a pension list of

124,000, to be eventually reduced to 80,000. Mean-

while the Crown was restrained from granting pensions

in any one year exceeding 1,200, but still retained

and exercised the power of granting pensions for life

and in reversion."
*

10. Laws affecting Religions Liberty. In 1778

the first Roman Catholic Relief Act was passed in

England. The penalties which were then repealed

were imposed in 1700. They were the perpetual

imprisonment of priests for officiating in the services

of their Church, the forfeiture of the estates of

Roman Catholic heirs educated abroad in favour of the

next Protestant heir, and the prohibition to acquire

*
May,

" Constitutional History," vol. i. pp. 259, 260. For a very

clear and succinct account of the hereditary revenues of the Crown in

Ireland, see speech of Hely Hutchinson,
" Irish Debates," vol. xiii.

pp. 476, 477. See also Lecky's
"
England in the Eighteenth Century/'

vol. ii. pp. 223, 224.
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land by purchase. This Act, which passed unanimously

through the Houses of Parliament, gave rise to the

riots of 1780, which are associated with the name of

Lord George Gordon. These disturbances postponed

all measures for further relief of Roman Catholics till

1791, when the Roman Catholics in England on taking

an oath not obnoxious to their general body, were

secured complete freedom of worship and education,

while their property was exempted from invidious

regulations, the practice of the law opened to them

in all its branches, and the ancient privilege of inter-

course with the king restored. *
When, however,

in 1823 Lord Nugent sought to extend to English

Catholics the elective franchise given to Irish

Catholics by the Irish Parliament in 1793, the

measures miscarried in the Lords, and, though re-

peatedly brought into Parliament, did not become

law.f The elective franchise was not extended to

Roman Catholics in England till 1829.

O'Connell thus described, in 1843, tne efforts of

the Irish Parliament in the cause of religious liberty.
" But for the Union we should have been emancipated

by our Protestant fellow-countrymen long before. In

1778 they restored the Catholics to the equal enjoy-

ment of all property they then held, and enabled

them to acquire long terms for years in lands. In

1782 the Irish Protestants restored the Catholics to

the capacity of acquiring every species of freehold

*
May's

" Constitutional History," vol. iii. pp. 9699, 106, 107.

t May's "Constitutional History," vol. iii. p. 151.
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property, and to enjoy it equally with Protestants

In 1792 and 1793 the learned professions were to a

certain extent opened to Catholics the grand-jury

box, the magistracy, partial rank in the army, were all

conceded by the Irish Protestants to their Catholic

fellow-countrymen. But, greatest of all, the elective

franchise was restored. Under these circumstances,

but for the Union, \
full and complete emancipation

would have been conceded before 1 803."
*

* Discussion in Dublin Corporation on Repeal of the Union in 1843,

p. 50.

THE END.
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Four Years of Irish History (1845-49). By Sir GAVAN DUFFY,
K.C.M.G. 2is.

Franco-German War, Cassell's History of the. Two Voli. With

500 Illustrations. 95. each.
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Garden Flowers, Familiar. FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, and FOURTH
SERIES. By SHIRLEY HIBBERD. With Original Paintings by F. E.

HULME, F.L-S. With 40 Full-page Coloured Plates in each. Cloth

gilt, in cardboard box (or in morocco, cloth sides), 125. 6d. each.

Gardening, Cassell's Popular. Illustrated. Vo!s. I., II., and III.,

53. each.

Gladstone, Life of W. E. By BARNETT SMITH. With Portrait, 35. 6d.

Jubilee Edit. on, is.

Gleanings from Popular Authors. Two Vols. With Original Illus-

trations. 410, gs. each. Two Vols. in One, 155.

Great Industries of Great Britain. Three Vols. With about 400
Illustrations. 410., cloth, 73. 6d. each.

Great Painters of Christendom, The, from Cimabue to Wilkie.

By JOHN FORBES-ROBERTSON. Illustrated thioughout. ias. 6d.

Great Western Railway, The Official Illustrated Guide to the.
With Illustrations, is. ; cloth, zs.

Gulliver's Travels. With 88 Engravings by MORTEN. Cheap Edition, 58.

Guide to Employment in the Civil Service. 33. 6d.

Guide to Female Employment in Government Offices, is.

Gun and its Development, The. By W. W. GREENER. With 500
Illustrations. 103. 6d.

Health, The Book of. By Eminent Physicians and Surgeons. Cloth,
2IS. Half-morocco, 255.

Heavens, The Story of the. By ROBERT STAWELL BALL, LL.D.,
F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Royal Astronomer of Ireland. With 16 Separate
Plates printed by Chromo-Lithography, and 90 Wood Engravings.
Demy 8vo, 544 pages, cloth. 318. 6d.

Heroes of Britain in Peace and War. In Two Vols., with 300
Original Illustrations. Cloth, 55. each.

Horse, The Book of the. By SAMUEL SIDNEY. With 25 foe-simile
Coloured Plates. Demy 4to, 3is. 6d. ; half-morocco, 2 2s.

Horses, The Simple Ailments of. By W. F. Illustrated. 53.

Household Guide, Cassell's. With Illustrations and Coloured Plates.
Two Double Vols., half-calf, 313. 6d.; Library Edition, Two Vols., 243.

How to Get on. With 1,000 Precepts for Practice. 35. 6d.

How Women may Earn a Living. By MERCY GROGAN. is.

India, The Coming Struggle for. By Prof. ARMINIUS VAMBERY.
With Map in Colours. 53.

India, Cassell's History of. By JAMES GRANT. With about 400
Illustrations. Two Vols., gs. each.

India: the Land and the People. By Sir JAMES CAIRO, K.C.B.
IDS. 6d.

In-door Amusements, Card Games, and Fireside Fun, Cassell's
Book of. Illustrated. 35. 6d.

International Portrait Gallery, The. Two Vols., each containing 20
Portraits in Colours. I2s. 6d. each.

Invisible Life, Vignettes from. By JOHN BADCOCK, F.R.M.S.
Illustrated. 33. 6d.

Italy. By. J. W. PROBYN. 78. 6d.

Kennel Guide, Practical. By Dr. GORDON STABLBS. Illustrated, as. 6d

Khiva, A Ride to. By the late Col. FRED BUKNABY. is. Gd.

Ladies' Physician, The. By a London Physician. 6s.
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Land Question, The. By. Prof. J. ELLIOT, M.R.A.C. IDS. 6d.

Landscape Painting in Oils, A Course of Lessons in. By A. F.

GRACE. With Nine Reproductions in Colour. Cheap Edition, 258.

Law, About Going to. By A. J. WILLIAMS, as. 6d.

London & North-Western Railway Official Illustrated Guide.
is.

; cloth, as.

London, Greater. By EDWARD WALFORD. Two Vols. With about

400 Illustrations, gs. each.

London, Old and New. Six Vols., each containing about 200
Illustrations and Maps. Cloth, gs. each.

London's Roll of Fame. With Portraits and Illustrations. I2s. 6d.

Longfellow's Poetical Works. Illustrated. 3 35.

Love's Extremes, At. By MAURICE THOMPSON. 53.

Mechanics, The Practical Dictionary of. Containing 15,000 Draw.
ings. Four Vols. 2is. each.

Medicine, Manuals for Students of. (A List forwardedfastfree on

application.)
Microscope, The

; and some of the Wonders it Reveals, is.

Midland Railway, Official Illustrated Guide to the. is. ; cloth, as.

Modern Artists, Some. With highly-finished Engravings, 12s. 6d.

Modern Europe, A History of. By C. A. FYFFE, M.A. Vol. I.

from 1792 to 1814. las.

National Portrait Gallery, The. Each Volume containing 20 Portraits,

printed in Chromo-Lithography. Four Vols., I2S. 6d. each ; or in Two
Double Vols., 2is. each.

Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By E. PERCEVAL WRIGHT,
M.A., M.D., F.L.S. With several Hundred Illustrations. 73. 6d.

Natural History, Cassell's New. Edited by Prof. P. MARTIN
DUNCAN. M.B., F.R.S., F.G.S. With Contributions by Eminent
Scientific Writers. Complete in Six Vols. With about 2,000 high-
class Illustrations. Extra crown 410, cloth, gs. each.

Natural History, Cassell's Popular. With about 2,000 Engravings
and Coloured Plates. Complete in Four Vols. Cloth gilt, 423.

Nature, Short Studies from. Illustrated. 53.

Nursing for the Home and for the Hospital, A Handbook of.

By CATHERINE J. WOOD. Cheap Edition, is. 6d. ; cloth, 2s.

On the Equator. By H. DE W. Illustrated with Photos. 33. 6d.

Our Homes, and How to Make them Healthy. By Eminent
Authorities. Illustrated. 158. ; half-morocco, 2is.

Our Own Country. Six Vols. With 1,200 Illustrations. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

each.

Outdoor Sports and Indoor Amusements. With nearly 1,000 Illus-

trations, gs.

Paris, Cassell's Illustrated Guide to. is. ; cloth, as.

Parliaments, A Diary of Two. By H. W. LUCY. The Disraeli

Parliament, 1874 1880. I2S.

Paxton's Flower Garden. By Sir JOSEPH PAXTON and Prof. LINDLEY.
Revised by THOMAS BAINES, F.R.H.S. Three Vols. With ioo

Coloured Plates. i is. each.

Peoples of the World, The. Vols. I. to V. By Dr. ROBERT BROWN.
With Illustrations. 75. 6d. each.

Perak and the Malays. By Major FRED McNAiR. Jlhistntcd. IDS. 6J.
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Photography for Amateurs. By T. C. HEPWORTH. Illustrated, is. ;

or cloth, is. 6d.

Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of. By the Rev. Dr. BREWER. Cheap
Edition, Enlarged, cloth, 33. 6d. ; or with leather back, 45. 6d.

Pictures from English Literature. With Full-page Illustrations. 58.

Pictures of Bird Life in Pen and Pencil. Illustrated. 2is.

Picturesque America. Complete in Four Vols., with 48 Exquisite Steel

Plates and about 800 Original Wood Engravings. 2 as. each.

Picturesque Canada. With about 600 Original Illustrations. Two
Vols. 3 33. each.

Picturesque Europe. Complete in Five Vols. Each containing

13 Exquisite Steel Plates, from Original Drawings, and nearly 200

Original Illustrations. 10 IDS.
; half-morocco, 15 153. ; morocco

gilt, 26 55. The POPULAR EDITION is published in Five Vols.,
i8s. each., of which Four Vols. are now ready.

Pigeon Keeper, The Practical. By LEWIS WRIGHT. Illustrated. 33. 6d.

Pigeons, The Book of. By ROBERT FULTON. Edited and Arranged by
LEWIS WRIGHT. With 50 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood
Engravings. 313. 6d.

; half-morocco, 2 2s.

Poems and Pictures. With numerous Illustrations. 53.

Poets, Cassell's Miniature Library of the :

BURNS. Two Vols. 2s. 6d.
BYRON. Two Vols. 2s. 6d.

HOOD. Two Vols. 23. 6d.

LONGFELLOW. Two Vols. 2s. 6d.

MILTON. Two Vols. as. 6d.

SCOTT. Two Vols. 2s. 6d. [23. 6d.

SHERIDAN and GOLDSMITH. 2 Vols.

WORDSWORTH. Two Vols. 2s. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE. Twelve Vols., in case, 153.

Police Code, and Manual of the Criminal Law. By C. E. HOWARD
VINCENT. 2s.

Popular Library, Cassell's. A Series of New and Original Works.
Cloth, is. each.

THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE.
THE RELIGIOUS REVOLUTION

IN THE i6TH CENTURY.
ENGLISH JOURNALISM.
THE WIT AND WISDOM OF
THE BENCH AND BAR.

THE ENGLAND OF SHAKE-
SPEARE.

THE HUGUENOTS.
OUR COLONIAL EMPIRE.
JOHN WESLEY.
THE YOUNG MAN IN THE
BATTLE OF LIFE.

THE STORY OF THE ENGLISH
JACOBINS.

DOMESTIC FOLK LORE.
THE REV. ROWLAND HILL:

Preacher and Wit.
BOSWELL AND JOHNSON '.

their Companions and Con-
temporaries.

THE SCOTTISH COVE-
NANTERS.

HISTORY OF THE FREE-
TRADE MOVEMENT IN
ENGLAND.

Poultry Keeper, The Practical. By L. WRIGHT. With Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. 33. 6d.

Poultry, The Illustrated Book of. By L. WRIGHT. With Fifty

Exquisite Coloured Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings. Cloth,

313. 6d. ; half-morocco, 2 2s.

Poultry, The Book of. By LEWIS WRIGHT. Popular Edition. With
Illustrations on Wood, IDS. 6d.

Quiver Yearly Volume, The. With about 300 Original Contributions

by Eminent Divines and Popular Authors, and upwards of 250 high-
class Illustrations. 73. 6d.

Babbit- Keeper, The Practical. By CUNICULUS. Illustrated. 35. 6d.
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Rainbow Series, Cassell's.of New and Original Novels. Price is.

As IT WAS WRITTEN. By S. I A CRIMSON STAIN. By A.
Luska. Bradshaw.

MORGAN'S HORROR. By G. Manville Fenn.

Rays from the Realms of Nature. By the Rev. J. NEIL, M.A. Illus-
trated. 25. 6d.

Red Library of English and American Classics, The. Stiff coven,
is. each ; cloth, as. each ; or half-calf, marbled edges, 59.
WASHINGTON IRVING'S
SKETCH BOOK.

THE LAST DAYS of PALMYRA.
TALES OF THE BORDERS.
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE.
THE LAST of the MOHICANS.
THE HEART of MIDLOTHIAN.
THE LAST DAYS of POMPEII.

AMERICAN HUMOUR.
SKETCHES BY Boz.
MACAULAY'S LAYS, AND
SELECTED ESSAYS.

HARRY LORREQUER.
THE OLD CURIOSITY SHOP.
RIENZI.
THE TALISMAN.

Romeo and Juliet. Adition de Luxe. Illustrated with Twelve Superb
Photogravures from Original Drawings by F. DICKSF.E, A.R.A. 5 58.

Royal River, The : The Thames from Source to Sea. With Descrip-
tive Text and a Series of beautiful Engravings. a as.

Russia. By D. MACKENZIE WALLACE, M.A. 53.

Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of. With about 500 Illus-

trations. Two Vols., gs. each.

Sandwith, Humphry. A Memoir by his Nephew, THOMAS HUMPHRY
WARD. 73. 6d.

Saturday Journal, Cassell's. Yearly Volume. 6s.

Science for All. Edited by Dr. ROBERT BROWN, M.A., F.L.S., &c.
With 1,500 Illustrations. Five Vols. gs. each.

Sea, The: Its Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril, and Heroism.
By F. WHYMPF.R. With 400 Illustrations. Four Vols., 73. 6d. each.

Shakspere, The Leopold. With 400 Illustrations. Cloth, 6s.

Shakspere, The Royal. With Steel Plates and Wood Engravings.
Three Vols. 155. each.

Shakespeare, Cassell's Quarto Edition. Edited by CHARLES and
MARY COWDEN CLARKE, and containing about 600 Illustrations by
H. C. SELOUS. Complete in Three Vols., cloth gilt, 3 35.

Sketching from Nature in Water Colours. By AARON PENLEY.
With Illustrations in Chromo-Lithography. 155.

Smith, The Adventures and Discourses of Captain John. By JOHN
ASHTON. Illustrated. 55.

Sports and Pastimes, Cassell's Book of. With more than 800 Illustra-

tions and Coloured Frontispiece. 768 pages. 73. 6d.

Steam Engine, The Theory and Action of the : for Practical Men.
By W. H. NORTHCOTT, C.E. 38- 6d.

Stock Exchange Year-Book, The. By THOMAS SKINNER. IDS. 6d.
Stones of London, The. By E. F. FLOWER. 6d.
" Stories from Cassell's." 6d. each; cloth lettered, gd. each.

MY AUNT'S MATCH-MAKING.
TOLD BY HER SISTER.
THE SILVER LOCK.

"RUNNING PILOT."
THE MORTGAGE MONEY.
GOURLAY BROTHERS.

A GREAT MISTAKE.
%* The above are also issued, Three Volumes in One, cloth, price as. each.

Sunlight and Shade. With numerous Exquisite Engravings. 73. 6d.

Telegraph Guide, The. Illustrated, is.

Trajan. An American Novel. By H. F. KEENAN. 78. 6d.
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Transformations of Insects, The. By Prof. P. MARTIN DUNCAN,
M.B., F.R.S. With 240 Illustrations. 6s.

Treatment, The Year-Book of. A Critical Review for Practitioners of

Medicine and Surgery. 53.

United States, Cassell's History of the. By EDMUND OLLIER.
With 600 Illustrations. Three Vols. gs. each.

United States, Constitutional History and Political Development
of the. By SIMON STERNE, of the New York Bar. 53.

Universal History, Cassell's Illustrated. Four Vols. gs. each.

Vicar of Wakefield and other Works by OLIVER GOLDSMITH.
Illustrated 33. 6d.

Wealth Creation. By A. MONGREDIEN. 55.

Westall, W., Novels by. Popular Editions. Cloth, 2s. each.

RALPH NORBRECK'S TRUST.
THE OLD FACTORY. RED RYVINGTON.

What Girls Can Do. By PHYLLIS BROWNE. 2s. 6d.

Wild Animals and Birds : their Haunts and Habits. By Dr.
ANDREW WILSON. Illustrated. 73. 6d.

Wild Birds, Familiar. First and Second Series. By W. SWAYSLAND.
With 40 Coloured Plates in each. I2s. 6d. each.

Wild Flowers, Familiar. By F. E. 'HuLME, F.L.S.. F.S.A. Five
Series. With 40 Coloured Plates in each. izs. 6d. each.

Winter in India, A. By the Rt. Hon. W. E. BAXTER, M.P. 53.

Wise Woman, The. By GEORGE MACDONALD. as. 6d.

Wood Magic : A Fable. By RICHARD JEFFERIES. 6s.

World of the Sea. Translated from the French of MOQUIN TANDON,
by the Very Rev. H. MARTYN HART, M.A. Illustrated. Cloth. 6s.

World of Wit and Humour, The. With 400 Illustrations. Cloth,
75. 6d.

; cloth gilt, gilt edges, ics. 6d.

World of Wonders. Two Vols. With 400 Illustrations. 73. 6d. each.

MAGAZINES.
The Quiver, for Sunday Heading. Monthly, 6d.

Cassell's Family Magazine. Monthly, 7d.
"lAttle Folks" Magazine. Monthly, 6d.

The Magazine of Art. Monthly, is.

Cassell's Satiirday tTournal. Weekly, id.
; Monthly, 6d.

V Full particulars of CASSELL & COMPANY'S Monthly Serial
Publications, numbering upwards of 50 different Works, will be

found in CASSELL & COMPANY'S COMPLETE CATALOGUE, sent

postfree on application.

Catalogues of CASSELL & COMPANY'S PUBLICATIONS, which may be had
at all Booksellers', or will be sent post free on application to the

publishers :

CASSELL'S COMPLETE CATALOGUE, containing particulars of One
Thousand Volumes.

. CASSELL'S CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE, in which their Works are

arranged according to price, from Sixpence to Twenty-fire Guineas.
CASSELL'S EDUCATIONAL CATALOGUE, containing particulars of
CASSELL & COMPANY'S Educational Works and Students' Manuals.

CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, London.
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ihlea attfc Ilcli0iou8 Moths.
Bible, The Crown Illustrated. With about 1,000 Original Illustration*

With References, &c. 1,248 pages, crown 410, cloth, 73. 6d.

Bible, Cassell's Illustrated Family. With 900 Illustrations. Leather,
gilt edges, 2 los.

Bible Dictionary, Cassell's. With nearly 600 Illustrations. 75. 6d.

Bible Educator, The. Edited by the Very Rev. Dean PLUMPTRE, D.D.,
Wells. With Illustrations, Maps, &c. Four Vols., cloth, 6s. each.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (Cassell's Illustrated). Demy 410.
Illustrated throughout. 73. 6d.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. With Illustrations. Cloth, 33. 6d.

Bunyan's Holy War. With 100 Illustrations. Cloth, 73. 6d.

Child's Life of Christ, The. Complete in One Handsome Volume, with
about 200 Original Illustrations. Demy 410, gilt edges, 2is.

Child's Bible, The. With 200 Illustrations. Demy 410, 830 pp. nyd
Thousand. Cheap Edition, 73. 6d.

Church at Home, The. A Series of Short Sermons. By the Rt. Rev.
ROWLEY HILL, D.D., Bishop of Sodor and Man. 53.

Day-Dawn in Dark Places
;

or Wanderings and Work in Bcch.
wanaland, South Africa. By the Rev. JOHN MACKENZIE. Illus-

trated throughout. Cloth, 33. 6d.

Difficulties of Belief, Some. By the Rev. T. TEIGNMOUTH SHOKE,
M.A. New and Cheap Edition, as. 6d.

Dore Bible. With 230 Illustrations by GUSTAVE DOR! Cloth, 2 IDS.
;

Persian morocco, 3 IDS.

Early Days of Christianity, The. By the Ven. Archdeacon FARRAR,
D.D.. F.R.S.
LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vols., 243. ; morocco, 2 2s.

POPULAR EDITION. Complete in One Volume, cloth, 6s. ; cloth, gilt

edges, 73. 6d. ; Persian morocco, IDS. 6d.
; tree-' ilf, 155.

Family Prayer-Book, The. Edited by Rev. Canon GARBETT. M.A.,
and Rev. S. MARTIN. Extra crown 410, cloth, 53. ; morocco, i8s.

Geikie, Cunningham, D.D., Works by :

HOURS WITH THE BIBLE. Six Vols., 6s. each.
ENTERING ON LIFE. 33. 6d.
THE PRECIOUS PROMISES. 2s. 6d.
THE ENGLISH REFORMATION. 53.
OLD TESTAMENT CHARACTERS. 6s.

THE LIFE AND WORDS OF CHRIST. Two Vols., cloth, 303. Student?
Edition. Two Vols., 163.

Glories of the Man of Sorrows, The. Sermons preached at St. James's,
Piccadilly. By the Rev. H. G. BONAVIA HUNT. 2s. 6d.

Gospel of Grace, The. By A. LINDESIE. Cloth, 33. 6d.

41 Heart Chords." A Series of Works by Eminent Divines. Bound in

cloth, red edges, One Shilling each.

MY FATHER.
MY BIBLE.
MY WORK FOR GOD.
MY OBJECT IN LIFE.
MY ASPIRATIONS.
MY EMOTIONAL LIFE.
MY BODY.

MY SOUL.

MY GROWTH IN DIVINE LIFE.

MY HEREAFTER.
MY WALK WITH GOD.

MY AIDS TO THE DIVINE LIFE.

MY SOURCES OF. STRENGTH.

5 u. 10.85
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Life of Christ, The. By the Ven. Archdeacon FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S.,
Chaplain-in-Ordinary to the Queen.
ILLUSTRATED EDITION, with about 300 Original Illustrations.

Extra crown 4to, cloth, gilt edges, ais. ; morocco antique, 423.
LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vols. Cloth, 345. ; morocco, 423.

BIJOU EDITION. Five Volumes, in box, los. 6d. the set.

POPULAR EDITION, in One Vol. 8vo, cloth, 6s. ; cloth, gilt edges,
75. 6d.

; Persian morocco, gilt edges, los. 6d.
;
tree- calf, 153.

Marriage Ring, The. By WILLIAM LANDELS, D.D. Bound in white

leatherette, gilt edges, in box, 6s.
; morocco, 8s. 6d.

Martyrs, Foxe's Book of. With about 200 Illustrations. Imperial 8vo,

732 pages, cloth, ias.
; cloth gilt, gilt edges, 155.

Moses and Geology ; or, The Harmony of the Bible with Science.

By SAMUEL KINNS, Ph.D., F.R.A.S. Illustrated. Cheap Edition, 6s.

Music of the Bible, The. By J. STAINER, M.A., Mus. Doc. as. 6d.

Near and the Heavenly Horizons, The. By the Countess DE
GASPARIN. is. ; cloth, as.

New Testament Commentary for English Readers, The. Edited

by the Rt. Rev. C. J. ELLICOTT, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester
and Bristol. In Three Volumes, ais. each.

Vol. I. The Four Gospels.
Vol. II. The Acts, Romans, Corinthians, Galatians.
Vol. III. The remaining Books of the New Testament.

Old Testament Commentary for English Readers, The. Edited

by the Right Rev. C. J. ELLICOTT, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester
and Bristol. Complete in 5 Vols., ais. each.

Vol. I. Genesis to Numbers.
Vol. II. Deuteronomy to

Samuel II.

Vol. III. Kings I. to Esther.
Vol. IV. Job to Isaiah.V. J

f.-JeVol. V. -Jeremiah to Malachi.

Patriarchs, The. By the late Rev. W. HANNA, D.D., and the Ven.
Archdeacon NORRIS, B.D. as. 6d.

Protestantism, The History of. By the Rev. J. A. WYLIE, LL.D.
Containing upwards of 600 Original Illustrations. Three Vols., 273.

Quiver Yearly Volume, The. 250 high-class Illustrations. 73. 6d.

Revised Version Commentary on the Revised Version of the New
Testament. By the Rev. W. G. HUMPHRY, B.D. 75. 6d.

Sacred Poems, The Book of. Edited by the Rev. Canon BAYNES, M.A.
With Illustrations. Cloth, gilt edges, 53.

St. George for England ; and other Sermons preached to Children. By
the Rev. T. TEIGNMOUTH SHORE, M.A. 53.

St. Paul, The Life and Work of. By the Ven. Archdeacon FARRAR,
D.D., F.R.S., Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen.

LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vols., cloth, 243. ; morocco, 425.
ILLUSTRATED EDITION, complete in One Volume, with about 300

Illustrations, i is. ; morocco, 2 as.

POPULAR EDITION. One Volume, 8vo, cloth, 6s. ; cloth, gilt edges,

73. 6d. ; Persian morocco, IDS. 6d.
; tree-calf, 153.

Secular Life, The Gospel of the. Sermons preached at Oxford. By
the Hon. W. H. FREMANTLE, Canon of Canterbury. 53.

Sermons Preached at Westminster Abbey. By ALFRED BARRY,
D.D., D.C.L., Primate of Australia. 53.

Shall We Know One Another? By the Rt. Rev. J. C. RYLE, D.D.,
Bishop of Liverpool. New and Enlarged Edition. Cloth limp, is.

Simon Peter: His Life, Times, and Friends. By E. HODDER. 58.

Voice of Time, The. By JOHN STROUD. doth gilt, zs.
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(Educational Works atrir ^tnfcntts'

Algebra, The Elements of. By Prof. WALLACE, M.A., is.

Arithmetics, The Modern School. By GEORGE RICKS, B.Sc. Lond.
With Test Cards. (List on application.)

Book- Keeping:
Book-Keeping for Schools. By Theodore Jones, as. ; cloth, 3s.
Book-Keeping for the Million. By T. Jones, as. ; cloth, 38.
Books for Jones's System. Ruled Sets of, as.

Commentary, The New Testament. Edited by the Lord Bishop of
GLOUCESTER and BRISTOL. Handy Volume Edition.

St. Matthew, 35. 6d. St., Mark, 33. St. Luke, 33. 6d. St. John,
33. 6d. The Acts of the Apostles, 33. 6d. Romans, as. 6d. Corinthians
I. and II. ,33. Galatians, Ephesians, and Philippians, 33. Colossians,
Thessalonians, and Timothy, 33. Titus, Philemon, Hebrews, and
James, 33. Peter, Jude, and John, 33. The Revelation, 33. An
Introduction to the New Testament, 33. 6d.

Commentary, Old Testament. Edited by Bishop ELLICOTT. Handy
Volume Edition. In Vols. suitable for School and general use.

Genesis, 33. 6d. Exodus, 33. Leviticus, 33. Numbers, as. 6d.

Deuteronomy, as. 6d.

Copy-Books, Cassell's Graduated. Eighteen Books, ad, each.

Copy-Books, The Modern School. In Twelve Books, of 24 pages
each, price ad. each.

Drawing Books for Young Artists. 4 Books. 6d. each.

Drawing Books, Superior. 4 Books. Printed in Fac-simile by Litho-

graphy, price 53. each.

Drawing Copies, Cassell's Modern School Freehand. First Grade,
is.

; Second Grade, as.

Energy and Motion : A Text-Book of Elementary Mechanics.
By WILLIAM PAICE, M.A. Illustrated, is. 6d.

English Literature, A First Sketch of, from the Earliest Period to

the Present Time. By Prof. HENRY MORLKY. 73. 6d.

Euclid, Cassell's. Edited by Prof. WALLACE, A.M. is.

Euclid, The First Four Books of. In paper, 6d. ; cloth, gd.

French, Cassell's Lessons in. New and Revised Edition. Parts I.

and II., each as. 6d. ; complete, 43. 6d. Key, is. 6d.

French-English and English-French Dictionary. Entirely New
and Enlarged Edition. 1,150 pages, 8vo, cloth, 33. 6d.

Galbraith and Haughton's Scientific Manuals. By the Rev. Prof.

GALBRAITH, M.A., and the Rev. Prof. HAUGHTON, M.D., D.C.L.
Arithmetic, 33. 6d. Plane Trigonometry, as. 6d. Euclid, Books I.,

II., III., as. 6d. Books IV., V., VI. as. 6d.-Mathematical Tables,
33. 6d. Mechanics, 33. 6d. Optics, as. 6d. Hydrostatics, 38. 6d.

Astronomy, 55. Steam Engine, 35. 6d. Algebra, Part I., cloth, as. 6d. ;

Complete, 73. 6d. Tides and Tidal Currents, with Tidal Cards, 38.

German-English and English-German Dictionary. 33. 6d.

German Reading, First Lessons in. By A. JAGST. Illustrated, is.

Handbook of New Code of Regulations. By JOHN F. Moss. is.

Historical Course for Schools, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout.
I. Stories from English History, is. II. The Simple Outline of

English History, is. 3d. III. The Class History of England, as. 6d.



Selections from Cassetl $ Company's Publications.

Latin-English and English-Latin Dictionary. By J. R. BEARD,
D.D., and C. BEARD, B.A. Crown 8vo, 914 pp., 33. 6d.

Little Folks' History of England. By ISA CRAIG-KNOX. With 30
Illustrations, is. 6d.

Making of the Home, The : A Book of Domestic Economy for School

and Home Use. By Mrs. SAMUEL A. BARNETT. is. 6d.

Marlborough Books : Arithmetic Examples, 35. Arithmetic Rules,
is. 6d. French Exercises, 35. 6d. French Grammar, 2s. 6d. German
Grammar, 35. 6d.

Music, An Elementary Manual of. By HENRY LESLIE, is.

Natural Philosophy. By Rev. Prof. HAUGHTON, F.R.S. Illustrated.

3S. 6d.

Painting, Guides to. With Coloured Plates and full instructions :

Animal Painting, 55. China Painting, 55. Figure Painting, js. 6d.

Flower Painting, 2 Books, 5s. each. Tree Painting, 53. Sepia
Painting, 53. Water Colour Painting, 55. Neutral Tint, 53.

Popular Educator, Cassell's. New and Thoroughly Revised Edition.

Illustrated throughout. Complete in Six Vols., 53. each.

Physical Science, Intermediate Text-Book of. By F. H. BOWMAN,
D.Sc. F.R.A.S., F.L.S. Illustrated. 35. 6d.

Readers, Cassell's Readable. Carefully graduated, extremely in-

teresting, and illustrated throughout. (List on application.')

Readers, Cassell's Historical. Illustrated throughout, printed on

superior paper, and strongly bound in cloth. (List on application.)

Readers, The Modern Geographical, illustrated throughout, and

strongly bound in cloth. (List on application.)

Readers, The Modern School. Illustrated. (List on application.)

Reading and Spelling Book, Cassell's Illustrated, is.

Right Lines ; or, Form and Colour. With Illustrations, is

School Manager's Manual. By F. C. MILLS, M.A. is.

Shakspere's Plays for School Use. 5 Books. Illustrated, 6d. each.

Shakspere Reading Book, The. By H. COURTHOPE BOWEN, M.A.
Illustrated. 35. 6d. Also issued in Three Books, is. each.

Spelling, A Complete Manual of. By J. D. MORELL, LL.D. is.

Technical Manuals, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout:
Handrailing and Staircasing, 35. 6d. Bricklayers, Drawing for, 35.

Building Construction, 2S. Cabinet-Makers, Drawing for, 33. Car-

penters and Joiners, Drawing for, 33. 6d. Gothic Stonework, 33.
Linear Drawing and Practical Geometry, 2s. Linear Drawing and

Projection. The Two Vols. in One, 35. 6d. Machinists and Engineers,
Drawing for, 45. 6d. Metal-Plate Workers, Drawing for, 33. Model
Drawing, 3S. Orthographical and Isometrical Projection, 2s. Practical

Perspective, 33. Stonemasons, Drawing for, 35. Applied Mechanics,
by Prof. R. S. Ball, LL.D., 23. Systematic Drawing and Shading,
by Charles Ryan, 23.

Technical Educator, Cassell's. Four Vols., 6s. each. Popular
Edition, in Four Vols., 55. each.

Technology, Manuals of. Edited by Prof. AYRTON, F.R.S., and
RICHARD WORMELL, D.Sc., M.A. Illustrated throughout :

The Dyeing of Textile Fabrics, by Prof. Hummel, 53. Watch and
Clock Making, by D. Glasgow, 48. 6d. Steel and Iron, by W. H.
Greenwood, F.C.S., Assoc. M.I.C.E., &c., 53. Spinning Woollen and
Worsted, by W. S. Bright McLaren, 43. 6d. Design in Textile

Fabrics, by T. R. Ashenhurst, 43. 6d. Practical Mechanics, by Prof.

Perry, M.E., 33. 6d. Cutting Tools Worked by Hand and Machine,
by Prof. Smith, 33. 6d.

Other Volumes in preparation. A Prospectus sent post/, ee on application.
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{50ohs for Tloung JJcople,
"Little Folks" Half-Yearly Volume. With aoo Illustration!,

35. 6d. ; or cloth gilt, 55.

Bo-Peep. A Book for the Little Ones. With Original Stories and Verses,
Illustrated throughout, boards, as. 6d. ; cloth gilt, 33. 6d.

The World's Lumber Room. By SELINA GAVE. Illustrated. 35. 6d.

The "Proverbs" Series. Consisting of a New and Original Series of

Stories by Popular Authors, founded on and illustrating well-known
Proverbs. With Four Illustrations in each Book, printed on a tint.

Crown 8vo, 160 pages, cloth, is. 6d. each.

FRITTERS ; OR,
"
IT'S A LONG LANE

THAT HAS NO TURNING.'
Sarah Pitt.

By

TRIXY ; OR,
" THOSE WHO LIVE IN

GLASS HOUSES SHOULDN'T
THROW STONES." By Maggie
Symington.

THE Two HARDCASTLES ; OR,
" A

FRIEND IN NEED is A FRIEND
INDEED." By Madeline Bonavia
Hunt.

MAJOR MONK'S MOTTO; OR,
<fLooK BEFORE YOU LEAP." By
the Rev. F. Langbridge.

TIM THOMSON'S TRIAL ; OR, "ALL
is NOT GOLD THAT GLITTERS."
By George Weatherly.

URSULA'S STUMBLING-BLOCK; OR," PRIDE COMES BEFORE A FALL."
By Julia Goddard.

RUTH'S LIFE-WORK
; OR,

" No
PAINS, NO GAINS." By the
Rev. Joseph Johnson.

The "Cross and Crown" Series. Consisting of Stories founded on
incidents which occurred during Religious Persecutions of Past

Days. With Four Illustrations in each Book, printed on a tint Crown
8vo, 256 pages, as. 6d. each.

BY FIRE AND SWORD : A STORY OF
THE HUGUENOTS. By Thomas
Archer.

ADAM HEPBURN'S Vow : A TALE
OF KIRK AND COVENANT. By
Annie S. Swan.

The World's Workers. A Series of New and Original Volum
With Portraits printed on a tint as Frontispiece, is. each.

No. XIII.; OR, THE STORY OF THE
LOST VESTAL. A Tale e-f Early
Christian Days. By Emma
Marshall.

CHARLES DICKENS. By his Eldest

Daughter.
SIR TITUS SALT AND GEORGE

MOORE. By J. Burnley.
FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE, CATHER-

INE MARSH, FRANCES RIDLEY
HAVERGAL, MRS. RANYARD
("L.N.R."). By Lizzie Aid-

ridge.
DR. GUTHRIE, FATHER MATHEW,

ELIHU BURRITT, JOSEPH LIVE-
SEY. By the Rev. J. W. Kirton.

SIR HENRY HAVELOCK AND COLIN

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. By Ernest
Foster.

DAVID LIVINGSTONE. By Robert
Smiles.

GEORGE M&LLER AND ANDREW
REED. By E. R. Pitman.

RICHARD COBDEN. By R. Cowing.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN. By E. M.
Tomkinson.

HANDEL. By Eliza Clarke.

TURNER, THE ARTIST. By the
Rev. S. A. Swaine.

GEORGE AND ROBERT STEPHENSON.
By C. L. Mateaux.

CAMPBELL, LORD CLYDE. By
E. C. Phillips.

The " Chimes "
Series. Each containing 64 pages, with Illustrations

on every page, and handsomely bound in cloth, is.

BIBLE CHIMBS. Contains Bible
Verses for Every Day in the
Month.

DAILY CHIMES. Verses from the
Poets for Every Day in the

Month.

HOLY CHIMES. Verses for Every
Sunday in the Year.

OLD WORLD CHIMBS. Verses from

old writers for Every Day in the

Month.
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New Books for Boys. With Original Illustrations, produced in a tint.

Cloth gilt, 53. each.

THE CHAMPION OF ODIN ; OR,
" FOLLOW MY LEADER ;

"
OR, THE

BOYS OF TEMPLETON. By
Talbot Baines Reed.

FOR FORTUNE AND GLORY : A
STORY OF THE SOUDAN WAR.
By Lewis Hough.

VIKING LIFE IN THE DAYS OF
OLD. By J. Fred. Hodgetts.

BOUND BY A SPELL ; OR THB
HUNTEDWITCH OF THE FOREST.
By the Hon. Mrs. Greene.

Price 35. 6d. each.

ON BOARD THE "ESMERALDA;"
OR, MARTIN LEIGH'S LOG. By
John C. Hutcheson.

IN QUEST OF GOLD ; OR, UNDER
THE WHANGA FALLS. By
Alfred St. Johnston.

FOR QUEEN AND KING ; OR, THE LOYAL TRENTICE. By Henry Frith.

The " Boy Pioneer" Series. By EDWARD S. ELLIS. With Four Full-

page Illustrations in each Book. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. each.

NED IN THE WOODS. A Tale of I NED ON THE RIYER. A Tale of

Early Days in the West.
|

Indian River Warfare..

NED IN THE BLOCK HOUSE. A Story of Pioneer Life in Kentucky.

The " Log Cabin " Series. By EDWARD S. ELLIS. With Four Full-

page Illustrations in each. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. each.

THE LOST TRAIL.
|

CAMP-FIRE AND WIGWAM.

Sixpenny Story Books. All Illustrated, aud containing Interesting
Stories by well-known Writers.

LITTLE CONTENT.
THE SMUGGLER'S CAVE.
LITTLE LIZZIE.
LITTLE BIRD.
THE BOOT ON THE WRONG FOOT.
LUKE BARNICOTT.
LITTLE PICKLES.
THE BOAT CLUB. By Oliver Optic.

HELPFUL NELLIE; AND OTHER
STORIES.

THE ELCHESTER COLLEGE BOYS.
MY FIRST CRUISE.
LOTTIE'S WHITE FROCK.
ONLY JUST ONCE.
THE LITTLE PEACEMAKER.
THE DELFT JUG. By Silverpen.

The "Baby's Alburn" Series. Four Books, each containing about
50 Illustrations. Price 6d. each

;
or cloth gilt, is. each.

BABY'S ALBUM. FAIRY'S ALBUM.
DOLLY'S ALBUM. PUSSY'S ALBUM.

Illustrated Books for the Little Ones. Containing interesting Stories.
All Illustrated, is. each.

INDOORS AND OUT.
SOME FARM FRIENDS.
THOSE GOLDEN SANDS.
LITTLE MOTHERS AND THEIR

CHILDREN.

OUR PRETTY PETS.

OUR SCHOOLDAY HOURS.
CREATURES TAME.
CREATURES WILD.

Shilling Story Books. All Illustrated, and containing Interesting Stories.

THORNS AND TANGLES.
THE CUCKOO IN THE ROBIN'S NEST.
JOHN'S MISTAKE.
PEARL'S FAIRY FLOWER.
THB HISTORY OF FIVE LITTLE

PITCHERS.
DIAMONDS IN THE SAND.
SURLY BOB.
THE GIANT'S CRADLE.

SHAG AND DOLL.
AUNT LUCIA'S LOCKET.
THE MAGIC MIRROR.
THE COST OF REVENGE.
CLEVER FRANK.
AMONG THE REDSKINS.
THE FERRYMAN OF BRILL.
HARRY MAXWELL.
A BANISHED MONARCH.
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Little Folks "
Painting Books. With Text, and Outline Illustrations

for Water-Colour Painting, is. each.

FRUITS AND BLOSSOMS FOR
" LITTLE FOLKS " TO PAINT.

THE "LITTLE FOLKS" PROVERB
PAINTING BOOK.

THE "LITTLE FOLKS" ILLUMI-
NATING BOOK.

PICTURES TO PAINT.
"LITTLE FOLKS" PAINTING BOOK.
"LITTLE FOLKS" NATURE PAINT-

ING BOOK.
ANOTHER " LITTLE FOLKS" PAINT-

ING BOOK.

Eighteenpenny Story Books.
THREE WEE ULSTER LASSIES.

LITTLE QUEEN MAB.
UP THE LADDER.
DICK'S HERO ; AND OTHER STORIES-
THE CHIP BOY.

RAGGLES, BAGGLES, and the EM-
PEROR.

ROSES FROM THORNS.
FAITH'S FATHER.

All Illustrated throughout.
I Bv LAND AND SEA.
!
THE YOUNG BERRINGTONS.
JEFF AND LKFF.
TOM MORRIS'S ERROR.
WORTH MORE THAN GOLD.
" THROUGH FLOOD THROUGH

FIRE;" AND OTHER STORIES.
THE GIRL WITH THE GOLDEN

LOCKS.
STORIES OF THE OLDEN TIME.

The "Cosy Corner" Series. Story Books for Children,

taining nearly ONE HUNDRED PICTURES, is. 6d. each.
Each

SEE-SAW STORIES.
LITTLE CHIMES FOR ALL TIMES.
WEE WILLIE WINKIE.
BRIGHT SUNDAYS.
PET'S POSY OF PICTURES AND

STORIES.
DOT'S STORY BOOK.

STORY FLOWERS for RAINY HOURS.
LITTLETALKS with LITTLE PEOPLK.
BRIGHT RAYS FOR DULL DAYS.
CHATS FOR SMALL CHATTERERS.
PICTURES FOR HAPPY HOURS.
UPS AND DOWNS OP A DONKEY'S

LIFE.

The "World in Pictures.
A RAMBLE ROUND FRANCE.
ALL THE RUSSIAS.
CHATS ABOUT GERMANY.
THE LAND OF THE PYRAMIDS

(EGYPT).
PEEPS INTO CHINA.

Illustrated throughout as. 6d. each.
THE EASTERN WONDERLAND

(JAPAN).
GLIMPSES OF SOUTH AMERICA.
ROUND AFRICA.
THE LAND OF TEMPLES (INDIA).
THE ISLES OF THE PACIFIC.

Two-Shilling Story Books. All Illustrated.

STORIES OF THE TOWER.
MR. BURKE'S NIECES.
MAY CUNNINGHAM'S TRIAL.
THE TOP OF THE LADDER : How

TO REACH IT.

LITTLE FLOTSAM.
MADGE AND HER FRIENDS.
THE CHILDREN OF THE COURT.
A MOONBEAM TANGLE.
MAID MARJORY.

Half-Crown Story Books.
MARGARET'S ENEMY.
PEN'S PERPLEXITIES.

NOTABLE SHIPWRECKS.

GOLDEN DAYS.

WONDERS OF COMMON THINGS.

LITTLE EMPRESS JOAN.
TRUTH WILL OUT.

THE FOUR CATS OF THE TIPPER-
TONS.

MARION'S Two HOMES.
LITTLE FOLKS' SUNDAY BOOK.
TWO FOURPENNY BlTS.
POOR NELLY.
TOM HERIOT.
THROUGH PERIL TO FORTUNE.
AUNT TABITHA'S WAIFS.
IN MISCHIEF AGAIN.

SOLDIER AND PATRIOT (George
Washington).

PICTURES OF SCHOOL LIFE AND
BOYHOOD.

THE YOUNG MAN IN THE BATTLB
OF LIFE. By the Rev Dr.
Landels.

THE TRUE GLORY or WOMAN.
By the Rev. Dr. Landels.
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Library of Wonders. Illustrated Gift-books for Boys. 2s. 6d. each.
WONDERFUL ADVENTURES.
WONDERS OF ANIMAL INSTINCT.
WONDERS OF ARCHITECTURE.
WONDERS OF ACOUSTICS.

WONDERS OF WATER.
WONDERFUL ESCAPES.
BODILY STRENGTH AND SKILL.
WONDERFUL BALLOON ASCENTS.

Gift Books for Children. With Coloured Illustrations. 2s. 6d. each.
THE STORY OF ROBIN HOOD.
OFF TO SEA.
SANDFORD AND MERTON.

TRUE ROBINSON CRUSOES.
REYNARD THE Fox.
THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS.

Three and Sixpenny Library of Standard Tales, &c. All Illus-

trated and bound in cloth gilt Crown 8vo. 33. 6d. each.

JANE AUSTEN AND HER WORKS.
BETTER THAN GOOD.
HEROINES OF THE MISSION FIELD.
MISSION LIFE IN GREECE AND

PALESTINE.
THE DINGY HOUSE AT KENSING-

TON.
AT THE SOUTH POLE.
THE STORY OF CAPTAIN COOK.
THE ROMANCE OF TRADE.
THE THREE HOMES.
MY GUARDIAN.

SCHOOL GIRLS.
DEEPDALE VICARAGE.
IN DUTY BOUND.
THE HALF SISTERS.
PEGGY OGLIVIE'S INHERITANCE.
THE FAMILY HONOUR.
ESTHER WEST.
WORKING TO WIN.
KRILOF AND HIS FABLES. By

W. R S. Ralston, M.A.
FAIRY TALES. By Prof. Morley.

The Home Chat Series. All Illustrated throughout. Fcap. 410.

Boards, 35. 6d. each. Cloth, gjlt edges, 55. each.
HALF- HOURS WITH EARLY EX-

PLORERS.
STORIES ABOUT ANIMALS.
STORIES ABOUT BIRDS.
PAWS AND CLAWS.
HOME CHAT.

Books for the Little Ones.
THE LITTLE DOINGS OF SOME

LITTLE FOLKS. By Chatty
Cheerful. Illustrated. 53.

THE SUNDAY SCRAP BOOK. With
One Thousand Scripture Pic-
tures. Boards, 53. ; clothes. 6d.

DAISY DIMPLE'S SCRAP BOOK.
Containing about 1,000 Pictures.

Boards, 53. ; cloth gilt, 73. 6d.
LESLIE'S SONGS FOR LITTLE

FOLKS. Illustrated, is. 6d.

Books for Boys.
KING SOLOMON'S MINES. By

H. Rider Haggard. 53.
THE SEA FATHERS. By Clements

Markham. Illustrated, as. 6d.

TREASURE ISLAND. By R. L.
Stevenson. With Full-page
Illustrations. 53.

HALF-HOURS WITH EARLY EX-
PLORERS. By T. Frost. Illus-

trated. Cloth gilt, 53.

SUNDAY CHATS WITH OUR YOUNG
FOLKS.

PEEPS ABROAD FOR FOLKS AT
HOME.

AROUND AND ABOUT OLD ENG-
LAND.

LITTLE FOLKS' PICTURE ALBUM
With 168 Large Pictures. 53.

LITTLE FOLKS' PICTURE GALLERY.
With 150 Illustrations. 53.

THE OLD FAIRY TALES. With
Original Illustrations. Boards,
is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

MY DIARY. With 12 Coloured
Plates and 366 Woodcuts, is.

THREE WISE OLD COUPLES. With
16 Coloured Plates. 53.

MODERN EXPLORERS. By Thomas
Frost. Illustrated. 53.

CRUISE IN CHINESE WATERS. By
Capt. Lindley. Illustrated. 53.

WILD ADVENTURES IN WILD
PLACES. By Dr. Gordon Sta-

bles, M.D., R.N. Illustrated. 55.

JUNGLE, PEAK, AND PLAIN. By
Dr. Gordon Stables, R.N. Illus

trated. 55.

CASSELL $ COMPANY, Limited, London, Paris, New York

and Melbourne
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